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PREFACE
"Purveyors of romance," as Wm. R. Donaldson*
aptly describes them, is a synonym lor motion-
picture pxooucers.
The rise oi the motion-pict ux e industry is
one of the business romances of the United States.
Scanty-five years ago the fifrfct motion-picture
theatre mac opened in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
although tue first motion picture was shown by
Edison in 1896. At the present time there are
approximately twenty-two thousand six hundred
motion-picture theatres in the United States, with
an average daily attendance o± seventeen million
people. Approximately two hundred fifty thousand
people are employed in the industry, and the an-
nual pay-roll is in e::cei=s of $500,000,000. The
motion-picture industry now ran^s as the fourth
industry of the country, with a capital invest-
ment estimated as from ^2,500,000,000 to
£2,650,000, 000.**
"Valuing the Inventories of Motion picture
Producers," Journal of Accountancy, 1927.
** Columbia Picture Corporation, prospectus,
April, 1950.
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N # M. Schenk* has abruptly stated the out-
look lor the industry as follows*.
"Exhibit or a and executives of the motion-
picture industry may join with each other
in welcoming the coming years as one that
is certainly to be a landmark in the mo-
tion-picture industry. Kever beiore were
there so many opportunities confronting
the makers of motion pictures. There have
"been more developments during the past
year than during any other year since the
"beginning o± the industry. Sound and color
have established themselves as basic factors
in the quality entertainments of the coming
season and motion-picture audiences put an
unqualified stamp of approval on the great
advances made in this direction.
The financial outlook was never better
and most companies have gone through a pe-
riod of expansion which enables tnem to
utilize more resources than ever beiore in
providing the public with the kind of enter-
tainment ?;hich it wishes."
* Film Daily Year Book, 1920—lage 559 .
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The above remarks by the presiaent of Metro-
Goldwyn-May er indicates tne consensus of opinion
of the leaders of the industry.
The production budgets of the major producing
companies for the year 1950 are in excess of
|75,000,000. Such a huge Stun expended in secur-
ing images on tiny strips of celluloid, seems to
ask the question, how is the amount spent, and in
what ways are the expenditures and amortization
of this same amount recorded?
The autnor has attempted to answer the above
question in this paper and many thanjis are ex-
tended to the following men for their helpful
suggestions ana for their criticisms of the mat erf
al embodied in this thesis*. Max Fleischer,
(Fleischer Studios); Kyer Coleman, (First nation-
al Pictures); John Shanley, (Van Seuren); and
DicK Murray, (Paramount Pubiix Organization).
3

IHTRODUCTIOB*
The notion picture is tha latest machine tool
in the service of expression. The first motion
picture camera brought action into graphic art.
The first pictures were simple, and were merely
records of events. In 1907, D. I, Griffith brought
into first practical use certain methods of picto-
rial emphasis, such as the "close up," "cut beck,"
"fade out," and "dissolve." All pictures were
w one-reelers . " "Ben Hur" was made in 1907 in six-
teen scenes. I'ulti-reel pictures began to appear
later, due to the hostility of exhibitors.
For many years players appeared anonymous.
It was the idea of Adolph Zukor to Dring famous
names to the screen. His exhibition of Sarah
Bernhardt in "Queen 31izabeth" in iyi2 indicated
the merit of his idea. This imined 1 at ejy revolu-
tionized tnfl industry. The picture "Quo Vadis"
in eight reels releasea in 1W13 met with great
.success and was immediately followed by many other
pioneer multi-reel films. The greatest e uccess of
this :^noo was ^rifiitn'e "Birth of a Nation."
It was not long after tms that comedies were
* Encyclopedia Britannica—fourteenth edition.

produced over one reel in length.
The ability of films to cast aside language
barriers made it apparent at an early date that
motion pictures had an international appeal. At
the beginning, foreign producers dominated the
American market. Due to the 7/orld 7!ax t production
was stopped in Iftirope, and American producers soon
were far ahead of any competition. In 19 25 exports
of American film amounted to 235,000,000 feet and
were shown in seventy countries.
The latest innovation in tne industry today is
sound and color. Sound had a revolutionary effect
on many phases of production ana exhibition. He-
producing devices were installed in many houses,
but, due to the high cost of tne mechanism, many
small houses could not afford sound. This caused
the pictures to be proauced in two versions, silent
and sound. At the present time the producers are
having a problem with foreign versions, as it is not
practical to make other than English versions at the
studios
.
Thus far, two methods of recording and re-
producing sound have been invented. One of these
embodies the synchronization of the film, with the
sound recora recorded on a disk, in the same manner

as in the case of a phonograph. This system is
known as the "Vitapnone. " The other method in-
volves the recording of the sound along the edge
of the film oy photographic means. The film area
is slightly diminished and a narrow strip is de-
voted to recording the sound waves.
The sound is picked up "by a microphone, which
is the same method used in radio broadcasting.
The electric currents are then amplified to give
either loud or soft sounds, as desired. Colored
motion pictures have "been invented. Cecil B. De
Mille T s "Ten Commandments" and other films were
pioneers in the use of color.
Many processes were invented to introduce
color, but it remained for "Technicolor" to in-
vent the only success. In this process two neg-
atives are printed on separate strips of film.
The prints of tnem are then converted into re-
liefs hy tanning and washing; after this process
tney are dyed. The two films are then cemented
together "bac.£ to bac^ in exact register to make
a film of stanaaro thic-xnefct; carrying a colored
image on eacn side. Modifications of this method
ar e als o us ed .
Motion pictures synchronized with dialogue,
6

music, ana color have in many instances enriched
the literature of the screen. It is now possible
to aepict certain types or stories to "better
advantage than permitted by silent films. Many
screen stories, however, are most effective when
depicted in silence, and in some cases synchro-
nized music and sound effects combine to make the
pictorial matter more entertaining than would "be
the case if spoken dialogue were used, pictures
of the oaiiber of wUncle Tom's Cabin" and "Wings"
have a greater appeal as silent films, synchro-
nized with sound and music, then they would as
dialogue versions. In other words, some screen
stories are adapted to the numan voice and some
are not. It is thereiore necessary to maKe
judicious use of eacn of tnese elements if the
best results are to be obtained.
Motion picture Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc.*
This association was formed for the purpose
of advancing the industry. Attempts were made to
organize the industry in order to achieve the
above purpose.
* Arbitration Year Booic, 1927.
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A conierence o± the leaders in the industry
in 1921 included the leading producers and distri-
butors in America, and resulted in the formation
01 tnis organization, comprising twenty-four sub-
sidiary offices in the United States and Canada.
This group is also unown as the nHays n organization,
due to the fact that Will H. Hays is its president.
The main purpose of this group was to settle
disputes between distributors and exnibitors by
means of compulsory arbitration. A standard ex-
hibition contract was drawn up ior use in the
industry; this contract included an arbitration
clause. Rules for settlement of disputes were also
drafted and adopted by exnibitors and distributors.
The service renuered by arbitration was great.
A summary oi 19 26 figures follows-. 12,566 disputes
were disposed of, and of these; 5018 disputes were
settled before submission to the Boarus of Arbitra-
tion; 5476 awards were made by these boards; 812
disputes were withdrawn by the complainants; 440
disputes were dismissed. In only 25 cases of the
total number of disputes was an outside arbitrator
required. It is obvious from the above that these
so called "Film Boards of Trade" were a very good
metnod of settling disputes.
6

We shall not discuss the arbitration rules
and regulations due to the fact that compulsory-
arbitration has been ruled illegal by a federal
court, and thus compulsory arbitration is denied
to the film business.
9

Some Accounting Met hods peculiar to Mot i on- P i ctur e '
Producers and Distribut ors
"The books must be in code," This is the
impression the uninitiated receive when introduced
to a set of hooks containing the accounts of mo-
tion-picture producers and distributors.
The author, who has been connected with the
industry for several years, has served in all
capacities related to the accounting departments of
these industries. I say industries because there
are three distinot phases of the motion-picture
industry, namely,
—
production of pictures, dis-
tribution of pictures, and exhibition of pictures.
These three industries are usually separate and
distinct by the formation of subsidiary companies.
I have only to point out such companies as Para-
mount publix, Warner Bros., Fox Film Corp., and
R. K. 0. to support the foregoing statement.
The author of this paper, while in the course
of his experience, has many times had occasion to
look for advice on account of some peculiar trans-
action that had arisen in the usual course of
events. But, as far as literature on the subject,
there was very little. Many textbooks were taken
down and perused, various accounting journals were
10

thumbs again an# again, hut all in vain. Conse-
quently, the only solution oi the problem was to
apply cojaaon-s ens e procedure, which was ex cat hedra
as far as this writer could learn.
One- a year the ex eout iv es of the producing
organisations meet in conference and decide what
shall n** produced for exhibition during tne coining
year. They set aside a certain suin. of mon**y to he
used in tne product ic.n of pictures.
This budget usually covers all program and
super-f eatur e pictures. The average production
scneduie calls Iron twenty 7 to fifty features to he
jjroauced in a year aitnougn nany production schedules
have to h 9 revised due to the wasteful ana in-
efficient methods o.f certain organizat i ons .
Some of the larger organisations have east and
west coast studios, while some have foreign studios,
such as paramount 1 s in Joinvilie, France. The
stuaios- usually keep their own cost recoras ; their
accounting records are handled in the same manner
as the average branch* .Vhen the hone office s ends
tnem buuget money they enter it as follows t
Cash
Home Office
11

The cost of all negatives finished and delivered
r
to the home office is handled as "below
:
( for the
Korae Office ) cost
) value
Finished Hegatiyes — ) expended
) on same
The hone office will handle all remittances to the
Btuaios in the following way:
Joinvilie Studio
Cash
Finis neo negatived received by the home office
ill he carried at cost ano credited to tne proper
studio account. Other charges such as una bs or bed
Studio overheao, looses, ^tc. will he handled hy
the home orfice and credit-tf to the studio at their
respective values. Consolidated balance Sheet's
will eliminate all int er- company accounts at the
end of fiscal periods.
Motion pictures are the pioturizati on of
stories, hooks, plays, historical -vents, and tne
liKe. In order to b evict a popular story or play
on the screen, tne picture rights mutt he purchased
from the autnor or owner. After purchase of these
rights, the story must be broken down, analyzed,
ann scenarios pror,ared. These scenarios are
distributed to tne various Production department
12

beads wno estimate tne cost* After the production
executives prepare thai? es-timataS s thay submit it
to a finance oommitt ee vmo usually ara the studio
executives. This committea tnen finely^ es tne
estimated costs and ooMjjar.es thera wkkh costs
allowed in the lur. hua ^^-T: ae s et the hom* ofric
executives. Sometimes the costs may fee in excess
of the budget estimater, in which oas*, certain
sci/iAE in the yioture may be elininpit *d . 4.ft*!r the
estimat es ari passed by the finance comri tt e* the
picture is put into production.
There are not many peculiarities to costing
a iilra "vehicle".. Charges to film are of two
classes: direct and indirect or studio overhead.
In some cases it is of the utmost importance to
hav- a proper ciff erentiation between 'direct and
indirect charges, due to the fact that advances
and sharing in ^ross film rental is highly de-
pendent on the direct cost of the picture. Some
distributing companies compute their advances to
the producer to cover production nost mostly on
the basis of the producer's direct cost; that
is, they disregard the producer's overhead on
the ^rounds that overhead is "lopdrd do^n" wjth
items tjiat are of a non-onerat i ng nature and
13

should not increase the cost of a picture., fha
offact of the above on a producer* e net income
le well illustrated by the following exploitation
contract
:
The "X" Film Corporation (known as the pro-
ducer) contracts with the "A" Distributing
Corporation (known as the distributor) to
produce five pictures for the "A" Corporation
during 1931. The "A" Corporation shall have
the rights to distribute and exploit these
films ior the ensuing ten years in the United
States. In return the "A" Corporation agrons
as follows:
1. It shall advance to the "X" Corporation
at the date of delivery of each negative
$150,000.00, which it is est imp ted will cov-r
actual production costs.
£. The gross film income received by the
"A" Cor],oration tirm from the exploitation
of said films shall be divided as follows;
fifty ^,er cent of the ^ross amount shall
be allocated to the "A" Corporation to cover
the costs of distribution and the remaining
fifty per cent shall be divided as follows-.
The distributor shall first reimburse him-
14

self lor all advances mad a to tha pr.Odlioar,
after which, the remaining balance will ba
divided batwaan tha producer and distritmt 01
in $£a ratio of "50-50".
Ria clauses in the contract cited ?bove will
have an effect of either reducing or increasing
tha r.rornicj'E net income fifty jjaa- cent, based
on the amount of tha advance, which ie shown by
tha following exarrnles
:
Cas
a
A. Negative Advanca $150,000.00
Gross film income racaivad $400,000.00
by tha Distributor
Distribution costs ratainad 200 , 000 .00
Balance to ba alio cat ad 1200,000.00
Negative advanca racoupad 1.50 ,000 .00
Balance to ba oividad } 50,000.00
Producer's shara (50^) * 25,000.00
Producar has received to data ^175,000.00.
Gas a B. Keg.etive Advanca ^200 ,000 .00
Gross film incona -400,000.00
Distribution a§sts 200 ,000 .00
Balance *200 ,00i .00
Sanative advanca recouped 200 ,000 .00
Balance to ba divided i»one
15

Producer has received to date *E00,00O.00 an in-
crease of $35 ,000*00 oyer the amount cited in
Gas q A
.
It is obvious that due to the difference in
the advance in the cases illustrated above the
producer has gained to the extent of fifty per
cent of the increased amount. The reader can now
understand whs it is necessary to charge directly
all production expenses to the individual films
instead of carrying some items of an uncertain
nature in the overhead account. The higher the
nrime cost of a picture, the higher th<* advance
should be , and the net income wil] be ipso facto
higher lu the producer. Tt should be understood
thf.t the prime cost of the negatives produced
must be within a reasonable figure, otherwise the
advance will be lo?;er then the prime costs of
production, for distributors will not encourage
extravagance by paying higher advances than
necessary to buy film.
Motion pi otur e pr oduct ion and fly ha us t i on
Accounting nethoda peculiar to this phase
ol the industry have to do with costing a
picture and with the 'exhaustion of its cost.
16

Pictures are pi oduoed with the intention of selling
th«ja and making a profit * although nan; pro-
ductions have been "Bhelired * to tfee ultimate dJ.S~
satisfaction of a aadder but wiser producer.
There are not many peculiar itl<©8 to costing
h "vehicle". Amounts entering into the cost of
pictures usually are summarized from sub-a nalys is
cost cheets which each department keeps to record
its costs. These sheets are analyze^ and posted
i a one total to the main cost she*t. The
charges are broken dona by each d epartment so
as to classify then and bring th*n on the cost
sheets
.
Some of the prime costs chargeable to
pictures are as follows*.
1. Synchronization Costs
i ______
a. Salaries of musicians and sound
recording technical men
b. Payments for music rights
c. Overhead of the music department
d. Charges incurred in the recording
of sounn, such as the cost of the
sound film, and the making of re-
1?

cords and sound tracks,
a. License fees for sound recording.
The only item that needs any explanation is
"e" , above* 11th the innovation of sound pictures,
producers of "talkies" hava had to pay p license
fee for each reel of film rac or dad on sound. Uafler
tha franchis a agreement of tha Electrical Research
Products Inc., ^producers pay ^500.00 per reel for
each talking picture recorded on Western Electric
machanisn, Tha Sana price par real is Added for
each additional vara ion ( foreign] and still
another f500. 00 per reel it the foreign edition
is to ba shown in this country.'1* This recording
fee amounts to $3000.00 to §4poo.CO per feature
picture produced for American r -lease, and should
ha immediately absorbed into the cost of pro-
duction of the respective pictures 2- j* od n.o <ad .
8. Salar i
eg ot ?*Ti?on£ Sngaged in Production
Under this heading com*" salaries of people
Who work on the negative. These costs will include
salaries of stars, directors, extras, cameramen,,
* Variety, July P., 1930—Page 49.
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special working, technical men, and ot her parsons
who ar^, employ qd in producing the picture. 5Ph©8
salaries should not include indirect labor for
that is charged to the picture through the ovar-
head distribution
.
Sonatinas tha 1 earing characters in tha
picture maj have contracts which guaranty than
a certain parcantata of tha £ross racaipts in
addition to their salary* In other cases tha
stars produce tha ricture themselves and the
profits are divided between tha producing
company and the distributing company. In this
case tha only salary the star will receive is
r
their share of tha profits resulting fron the
physical distribution ana exrlojtetion of the
picture. This situation is trui o+ son- film
stars who relaasa through the "Unit ad Artist?"
organization. Tha first cas e citad abov* is tru
of the salary agr eenent entered into by "Anos
and Andy" and tha Radio Faith Ojppheum Producing
Corporation in the picture "Check and Double
Check 1 . Profit scaring agreements should not
be considered as part of the cost of the
negative, for it is obvious that the cost is
19

not increased due to the fact that the artist
shares in the gross income or net profit
.
3, Plf.;- Ri-hts
^Sach film producing organization must have
stories on which to base their films. The
companies usually attempt to purchase the film
rights of successful hooks, plays, and other
possible film material. Sometimes the producers
pay fabulous sums for film rights to certain
plays and then find th?; t the play cannot be
adapted to the screen. In other instances the
costs of the play right? are not justified b^'
the gross income received.
.Producer? must, of necessity, spend much
money and secure many "stori-s" in ord*r to
produce pictures* The "Play Rights" or "Literary
Rights" account should be charged with the cost
of all stories purchased for subsequent exploit-
ation. The account shoulc be set up on the
balance sheet as an ass at until the pictures are
r *.^dy for production. as soon as a picture has
been put into production the cost of the "story
right * shoulo he immediately transferred to
negative costs by an entry charging "Work in
20

Proems n and crediting the "Play Bight" account
for the cost of the rights.
The ba lance of this account should represent
the cost of all story rights unused and should
not include any worthless screen rights. Stories
are usually rewritten and adapted to the screen
by the scenario department. All scenario expense
incidental to the "tr ea'tment of i-tori*e is
t ranr. f err ed to the cost of n-gativ<*s "by a
journal entry.
4. I.lat er i al , ZA ghT s , and Prop *rt i es
Expenses for studio properties include the
buildings, electrical wor/_, equipment , Biovlfl
and still" cameras, and properties; which
usually cov-r furniture, eeenarj, etc. The
war or oh e usee in production nay he purchased
hy the actor or the company depenoing upon the
particular contract. If the rbove named items
are rented hy the studios the rental price
should he included in the cost of the negative.
If these it erne are purchased, the studios may
charge their entire cost to the films they are
used in, provided they are of such a srecial
21

nature that they nay not be used again.
The charges for the use of the "building,
electric equipment and cameras usee! in production
an arrived at through r*gular depr eciation rates
and are charged to the film account?, hy the
distribution of overhead. If the purchased "props
or scenery can he used nore than once they should
not he charged to the cost of one picture hut
such cost should he distributed over a nunher of
pictures .
5. I,o cat ion Fees and 3xpens es
In order to properly depict many film stories
the casts must go on location; that is, they must
travel to a locality which will clearly give the
picture a realistic tint. Kany tines the
producers have to pay the owners of the location
a fee for the use of their land, huildings, or
other it ens utilized in the producti on of the
picture. All costs of this nature should he
immediately charged directly to the y-rorer
negative. All travelling expenses should he
included under this iten. Transportation expanses
may include hotel, auto, accident, and other
expanses of a sinilar nature.

6 . Dev .-ioi.in^ Lahore- t ory Costs
In order to exhibit a film the negative
must be developed and then printed on positive
films. Host producing companies have their
own developing and printing laboratories.
Here the exposed negative film is developed
and then printed on show copies or positive
prints. Charges to the respective film pro-
duction accounts for the cost of film include
the following laboratory expenses
<
A. Kegyti v e a nd posit iv e gjlgg
Raw stock a no color film used in
Production, cutting, editing and
Assembling positive work prints
And still nictures.
The cost of all raw film used in "shooting"
negatives must be charged to picture costs.
After a net^tive had been developed and printed
it is cut, edited, objectionable parts eliminated,
assembled, and finally work prints are mad--.
All charges arising from the pbove operations
should be carried to the respective picture
accounts for which they wer* incurred.
Z2

B. Pgyqlo^ing Lah oratory Sxpens es
Included in this class of expanse are
charges for depr eoiati on pf plant, indirect labor,
such as siiparint end mca, taxes, insurance, end
other indirect expenses applicable to developing
positives and negatives. These charges are
transferred to negative costs on the has is of
film footage of positives and negatives developed
during the time under review. The distribution
is hand 1 ed as f o 11 ows s
Total Footage Developed 40,000 Ft.
Total laboratory east ^i.ooo.oo
jegative and Positive Cost Applicable
Footage Develojg ed To Fa oh Film
production f 15—8,000 Ft. • ^?,00 .00
»t # 16—-6,000 : 200. 00
n f 17— 8,00<"'
H
• aoo.OO
tt
f is— e, ooo : p.oo.oo
M # 19— 4,000 : 100.00
»t # 80—4*000 It : 100. uO
40,000 Ft . : Si ,000 . 00
24

The above charges are transferred to negative
costs by the following Journal entry:
Work in Proems $1000 )__Individual
Negatives
Laboratory )3jcpansas $1000
7 . Pat entg and Lining e ?ees
Some pro duoers in order to ricturize certain
stories or depict special soen*s hare had to pay
a patent or license fae baaed on the footage of
film used in i^roouction. An example of this is
the exploitation agreement between the Bray Studios
(holder oi' patents rights) whereby they licensed
Max Fleischer, (known as the Producer) to produce
song cartoons by means oi' patented process es 7/hich
th* Bray Studios control. In return for this
license the producer pays a license fee based on
the released footage of cartoon phot ograi~hy
animated in the manner of the patent.
If the producer of films holes patents to
make pictures by special processes, the cost of
these patents should be amortized on the basis
of potential film fcotaga which will be produced
by this- special process. If a patent costs a
producer -10,000. 00, he estimates that he wi 13 in

a s eri es of years produce on^ hundred thousand
feet of filffl has ed on these patents t th<*n patent
exhaustion per foot of filn product will be ten
cents. All charges for lieense fees and patent
exhaustion should "be carried direel to production
costs "based on the footage of each individual
negative that thee a special charges ar« applicable
to.
8 . His ce 11aneons Income
Producers may rent or sell sets, wardrobes,
props or even their sttrs to other studios. All
ircorae received from these sources including
income from studio? rented should be credited
directly gainst overhead cos%t-. In some cases
it is permissible to credit income from the
ahove sources directly to asset accounts. Thii
situation is true when pert of the star's sa]ery
is ticif^rr^ci from period to period, a method us *d
"by some studios in allocating h*avy salary costs
t o pictur es
.
At the present time the larger producing
companies 8pone er "flash" advertising in their
features and news reals. The income from such
sources may reach as high as $60,000.00 a "shot."
£6

This income may be credited against the overhead
charges to t&a negative, but in nost cases it is
handled as advertising income b*; the home office
In any event the first method cited above is
more conservative, but it has the d isadvantage
of misleading interested persons into thinking
that the overhead costs have become lower and
therefore it is not best to use this method
ind is eriminat ely
.
The policy of inter- change of studio talent
is being settled. At the present time the nsior
studios are frowning on any lending or borrowing
of talent, Ihis is cue to the fact that under
the rules, of the American Adademy of Arts and
Science an actor "loaned out" must remain SO
until his work is finished.
"Loan contracts call for lour wee/,
minimum plus a three week carrying charge
which represents seven weeJtS salary paid
by one studio to the original contracting
stuoio. The latter producer rarely maJtefl
money on its loan arrangements, as a. 1 an
inevitably r.i:xes uji production natters on
the hone "lot" through unfnrse*»n circumstances

Ihese usually arise when a pr e-seheduled picture
cannot be cae-t immediately, thereby pushing
ahead a later film for earlier production.
People who have been "farmed out" meanwhile
are not. available to their own studios." *
This r epr es ents all expense items which can-
not be charged directly to film costs. They
comprise some of the following itams:
1. Depr eciet i on oi s tud lot and equipment
8f; Cost 61 upkeep to studio, buildings
,
and eonlament
3. iignt, fiaat^ power, etc.
4. Taxes and insurance on studio property
and equipment. (Insurance on finished
negatives may be char^^d to tie
negative directly.]
f>. Worthless t ia;' rl^h f e and the eo»n.«rio
expense attributable to it.
6. Indirect labor such as the salari-s of
studio executives ; janitors, watchmen,
at c
.
* Vari ety—Got . 31, ly»i— Page 4.
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7. Other miscellaneous expense items •
B. Cost oi negat lyes "shelved".
The overhead i& usually oif.tribut^o on the basis
oi prime costs to the negative by predetermined
overhead rajfces. An illustration of this is
shown as follows;
Total prime cost (1930) •l f 0QQ..tpOQ'.OG
Actual overhead (3.930) $2,000,000.00
In 1931 It a negative hft.s had |100,000 expended
on it in prime ooste , the overhead will h*
$20o,900.oo based on the previous predetermined rate
for 1930. The entry to record this overhead
distribution is as follows-
w*ork in 1 roc ess (Prod.) |
Reserve for Overhead $
The "Reserve for Overhead" account is credited for
all overhead distributions during the year. At
the enc of the year the actual overhead accounts
are charged directly to this "Reserve" account.
Any balance in tne "Reserve" account will rej>resent
unearned or overearned "Overhead* which will be
transferred to tne hone Office who in turn will
handle it as a profit and loss charge or cr*cit
as the case may be.
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We will now discuss the main accounting,
records of the average producing ojvpinization.
The accounting procedure is practically
stanoar oiz -c in most oi the? national motion
picture companies anc therefore not much difference
in procedure is encountered among companies.
Bogjcs and Records of Motion Picture producers
The main booics and records used hy Producers
ar e as toiiows
;
Cash Books
Received and Paid
Voucher Register
Payroll Boox and Cards
tfork in process Ledger
finished Negative ledger
Journal
Income Record
Distributors" Charts Record
Qas h R gceii tg
This is a form of record drawn up to record
the receipts of cash. The columns may he
provided as follows:
Hat e
From Ihom Received
Cash Received
Advance Deposits from Distributors

Royalties Due
Miscellaneous Income, such as interest, etc.
Deposits
7/hen cash is received, the bookkeeper enters the
date, from whom received, and amount of cash received,
in the Cash Received columns. It is next distributed
to the column or caption to which it belongs. A
form of Cash Received book is exhibited below to
make the above procedure clearer to the reader:
CASH RECEIPTS
/Vef
CasH
Cash Paid
This record is drawn up to properly record the
cash disbursements for the period. Columns may be
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provided as follows*.
Date Paid
To Whom Paid
Check number
Bet Gash Paid
Discount on Purchases
Voucher Payable
General Expenses and Miscellaneous
All payments except those of a petty cash nature
are made by check. When a bill is paid, the book-
keeper will record the transaction as follows:
Date Paid, To Whom Paid, Check Number, Cash Paid,
The distribution will then be made in its respec-
tive column. A form of cash paid book is as below
:
CASH TMD/WUi n-f
"Da** To Wk«i«v""P*.4 P.
CASH Pi s c. VOUCH***
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Voucher Register
In this hook all supplies, expenses, pay-
rolls, and items involving a liahility of any
nature to the company will he recorded, pro-
vision should he made for the following captions:
Date, From Whom Purchased, Voucher Uumher,
Vouchers Payahle, Work in Process, General
Administration Expenses, and & General ledger
column. The hook will appear as follows:
Marti
VOUCHER REGISTER
Vo.
fU
V/outtcr
. / M TrotjtSt
Jab Art*. A cat
So

The charges to the Storfc in Process must be
analyzed as to the particular production to which
it applies. Monthly, this column will further be
analyzed as to the charges in the account; payroll,
"props," scenario, etc*
Payroll System
As the cost system is based on 30b costs, all
charges for payrolls must be analyzed as to the
particular production on which they were incurred;
to illustrate:
John Richards has a weekly salary of $1000.
The production clerk must record daily the picture
Mr. Richards has been engaged in. A card system
is drawn up for this as follows-.
~V1 mc C Arcj
Tr.4 fC 7,-4
l-jr $
P-r r
f-s~ r
P-r r
f-f p
S*t. f.s-
1? - U -
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John Richards salary will be pro-rated to pro-
ductions in process on the Das is of hours worked
on the individual production; or, in the above
case, Production 85 will have 12/48 of $1000, or
#250, and Production 86 will he charged with
36/48 of $1000, or $750.
Weekly, the payroll cards are summarized on
a summary sheet drawn up as follows:
7Vo^ « Trod
3 000
S~0O
3 o oo
1Si
si 3 7^b
The payroll is then entered into the usual pay-
roll book. An entry is also made in the Voucher
H egister crediting accounts or vouchers payable
for the entire amount of the payroll; the respec-
tive debit is made by entering the distribution
of the payroll into the Work in Process Column of
a 5

the Voucher R agister. The payroll per the pay-
roll book should be in agreement with the payroll
as shown in this column in the Voucher Register.
It should also "be in agreement with the cash
drawn.
Work in Process Ledger
This ledger is a record of the pictures in
process. There is little need of any explanation
regarding this account, as it has the same
features as all cost records.
Finished Negative ledger
This ledger is a record of negatives finished
and released. When a picture has been finished,
its respective cost sheet is transferred from the
Work in Process ledger. The finished cost sheets
should be kept in this ledger for at least two
years following release of the negative. After
this time has elapsed, the cost sheets should be
abstracted and put into a permanent record for
statistical purposes. The Finished Negative
ledger is a very vital part of a motion picture
producer's account, and should be kept as ac-
curately as possible.
Journal
The Journal will be used to record all

entries which cannot be recorded through the above-
listed books. Such entries as producer's share,
distribution of- overhead, etc. will be put through
the journal. The form of journal used is the
simple kind used in everyday practice.
Income Record
The producer should have an accurate record
of income as reported by the distributor. The
form of this record is as follows:
T>ist7-, />li+i»>- 1
~DAt* of Tfyxrrt
T^-oJ. Ho. N>_
ay fat
i Hi—
The record should be in agreement with the totals
recorded by the distributor in his monthly state-
ments, flach month the clerk should transfer the
gross and net income, as reported by the dis-
tributor, to the respective columns on this form.
This form serves as a basis for the monthly journal
entries bringing the income and royalties due, on
the books.
Z7

Distributor's Charges
This form should "be drawn up in the same
manner as the Income ?. ecord, with the exception
of the "net" column. The clerk should record the
distributor's charges in the same manner as the
income was recorded. All charges should he
verified ana agreed upon as correct by someone
in authority before they are passed to the clerk
for entry. This writer has encountered dupli-
cation of charges wnich might have been passed as
correct if it were not for their peculiar nature;
also charges which should not have been charged
to the proaucer were maae by the distributor.
This point of procedure is very important, and
should be passed upon by some one in authority
rather than be settled in the usual slip-shod
manner. The distributor's charges are also used
as a basis in recording the monthly journal entry
of income due from the distributor.
After the picture has been completed, cut,
and assembled, it is ready for issue to the dis-
tributor. The costs are totaled and transferred
to the Finished u'sgative account. At the same
time the respective job cost sheets are abstracted
from the Negative in Process ledger and attached
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to the Finished Negative ledger. The journal
entry to record this procedure is as follows*.
Finished Negatives $>
Negatives in Process $
The totals of the subsidiary ledgers should he in
agreement with the above controlling accounts.
Pictures are usually sold "by three methods.
I believe the most favorable method is by an out-
right sale if the negative is sold to some un-
allied distributing company. Another method of
sale is on a future percentage basis, with a small
amount of cash received in advance which will be
offset against the share of income that the pro-
ducer is entitled to receive from the distributor.
Inter-allied producing companies may receive a
small advance from their allied distributor. Con-
tracts usually entered into are of a type in which
the proaucer receives a large percentage of gross
income collected by tne distributor until the dis-
tributor^ charges have been cleared; then the
percentage is automatically lower eu to a smaller
base rate o± the gross film income received by the
distribut or
.
Where a picture has been sold outright, there
is no future revenue to be received on it; the
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amount received should be applied against the cost
of tne negative immediately. The cost is thus
written off by the following entries:
Cash $ } for the amount r e-
) ceived from the
Income Prod. § ) sale of negative
Inoome Prod. $ » ) for the
) profit
Finished Negatives $ ) made on
) the neg-
profit on Negatives $ ) ative
It is obvious from the above procedure that there
is no problem when pictures are sold outrighto
But the moaus o^j er andi has to be changed when a
picture is sold on a percentage basis with an
immediate advance. The advance should be set up
as a deferred credit to income, as shown by the
following entry.
Gash $—-
—
Advance Deposits .$
Each month a report is received from the dis-
tributing company, showing the business done on
each release, anu the producers share of income.
After an analysis is made of this report, journal
entries are in oraer to record it. The entries
are as follows:
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Cash $
Distributor's Share $—
Income $———(groat income re-
port ed)
Cash may not he received, but charged against
the initial advance received by the producer.
In this case the Advance Deposit account will be
debited instead of cash.
Some distributing contracts have clauses in
them which provide that all necessary expenses in-
curred by distributors in the process of ex-
ploiting the picture shall be charged baCiC to the
producer against his share of The net, or shall be
sharea equally and charged against gross income of
the negative in question. Care should be exercised
to take this point into consideration when
analyzing the reports. All charges paid or in-
curred by the distributor are itemized in tne
monthly reports rendered by them to the producer,
and are deducted from the net or gross returns,
depending on the contract. If the charges are
deducted from the net due the producer, the dis-
tributor should be credited for the amount, and
the proper accounts on the producer's books should
be charged. To illustrate:
Distributor reports $200.00 gross income; his
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share is 40%; he incurs charges for prints, censor
fees, etc. amounting to $40.00* The producer will
pick up the above transactions on his books by the
following entry:
Distributors Share Prod .XX $80.00
Positive Prints or Fin. Beg. Prod .XX $40.00
Cash or Advance Deposits $80.00
Gross Income Prod. XX $200.00
Some producers pick up charges on negatives re-
leased to either a positive Print Account or to
the Finished negative Account, depending on their
accounting methods, wnich will be explained
further on in this paper.
The question now asked is, how shall the
coat of the finished negative account and
positive prints be extinguished? The part of the
coat to be written off is usually determined by
scientific methods, from experience tables wnich
producers build up showing the normal life of a
motion picture, producers usually have tables
showing how much different classes of pictures
earn in the period or montns following their
r el eas e.*
* "Valuing the Inventories or Motion picture
producers 11— "Donaldson"—J. of Accountancy, 1927.
R. H. Montgomery— "Auditing Theory and practice"
—
Volume 2.
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As the earning power oi tne pictures de-
creases, the cost usually should he correspond-
ingly reduced, and from an accounting viewpoint
the original cost is amortized by that part of
the earning power which has or should have been
earned. To express it in a formula, it is as
follows
:
X Income Received
total cost Estimated gross Income
X represents the proportion of cost to he
amortized aurmg the period, leaving in the
inventory only the resiaual value. Let hods and
rates of amortization used by the various companies
are not all the same, Que to methods of distri-
bution, reputation of pictures, ana the ex-
hibition outlets. The average feature picture is
amort izeu about b8> tne lirst year following
release, anu about V/o a month the second year.
Short subjects, comedies, news reels, etc. are
amortized within a year, based on siloing scales.
In some cases all income is written off against
costs (Fleischer Studios).
Accounting methods applied by the companies
in the depreciation policies as announced in their
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application to list on the Hew York Stocic Exchange
are as follows:*
Paramount jtiblix* *
The greater portion of the inventory of
the corporation is composed of negative and
positive films. After a picture is finished it
is carried on the books at actual production cost.
Eighty-five per cent of this cost is allocated to
tne United States and Canada. Within three
months alter release in the United States and
Canada, an average of seventy to seventy five per
cent 01 the inventory cost is written off* at the
end of twelve months all of such allocated cost
is written off. Fifteen per cent of the total
cost is allocated to foreign countries, and written
off witnin two years. Thereafter each picture is
carried on the hooks at a nominal value of one
dollar, although it has a residual value consti
—
tuting a permanent asset.
* Hew York Stoc.£ Excnange Listing Applications
** Hew Yoric Stocx Exchange Listing Application,
April, 1930.
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Radio Keith Orpheum * May, 19 SO S. Y. St. Ex.
rrints
. ffeatur es and Comedies
Month ; Par C ent Cumulation ; Per Cent Cumulation
1 ;' 14 ; 14 i 12% : 12t
2 ! 14i ;' 281 \ 17 J 29£
3 i 14 | 42i 15 44£
4 i 13 1 55£ j ll£ : 56
5 | 10 65| ; 9 ! 65
6 ! 8# 74 ! 6 71
7 . 7
:
81 ; 5 : 76
8 I 6 87 \ 4 j 80
9 I 4
J
91 4 ! 84
10 i 8& i 94£ j 3 ! 87
11 : 3 : 97^ : 3 : 90
12 : z'jy : ioo : 2 : 92
13 : : : 2 : 94
14 \ \ ; 2 \ 96
15 | \ \ 1 97
16 ; i 1 98
17 : \ \ 1 \ 99
18 : \ 1 i 100
* Hew York Stock Exchange Listing Application,
May, 1930.
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ffyrner Br os. Pictures Inc.*'
Costs of producing motion jicture
negatives are amortized over a period of
eighty eight weeks from date of release in
United States as follows:
After 4 weeks 13 fo
» 20 "
4?.£"
» 50 "
65f"
n 79-3-"
80 "
86* 9
90 "
100
The schedule of amort isat ion rates is h^s-*d
upon the experience of the Cor]. oration in
re^ysro to the income derived from the distri-
bution of pictures* The date set for the
tart of the amortization is the pre-release
dat e.
The date of initial release in forej^n
* New Yorr. 31 ock Sxchan^e Listing Application
April, 1931
.
6
!f 13
" 16
" 26
59
n 40
1 52
n 59
88
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countries is normally six months after the
release cRat a for United States and Canada.
The Corporation, however, does not assign amy
of its negative cost to foreign distribution,
although past experience has s qown that from
twenty to fifty pel" cent of the negative cost
might properly be assigned thereto. '"he
amortization tables now used lay $he Corporation
would provide for the complete write-off Within
forty weeks of the eighty per cent which might
properly be allocated to income derived from
distribution in the United States and Canada.
positive film costs are written off as follows:
After 6 weeks 23 $
n 16 " 58 n
it n — 8i
»» 40 94
N 52 M 100 "
Fox Film Oorp oration
"J)ue to tha lack of uniformity of opinion
respecting the treating of write-off of film
costs the Corporation had audits jrepared by
two separate auditing organizations. ?h« basis
of the film write-off- was finally set forth as
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follows
:
"Sines sixty seven per cent of current film
rentals ar a iron domestic sotLroes and thirty three
per cent from foreign, sixty seven per cent of
feature picture costs are written of! from
domestic rentals and thirty three per cent foreign.
Fifty per cent of the gross domestic rentals
received from each film is set aside for
amortization for fifty two successive weeks
following its first release. Tf the sum thus
set aside for amort; izati on needs sixty s^v^n
per cent of the cost of the film, a cr»dit for
the Oilier ence ib taken int? the Income account.
II it falls short of the sixty seven pi*r cent of
the costs the deficiency is at once charged against
the income of the company. The portion allocated
to amortization from foreign rentals is treated
in the same manner after making allowances for
the later release dates." *
An analysis of the above statement is necessary
to naite that part of the report olef'r to the reader;
* Reports-Fox Film Corporation--June 1, 1931.
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H.agative oobt to proauce ^100,000.00
Anount allocated to American cost 67,000.00
n h ti poreign n 33 ,000*00
Incon^ from u. s. for one year £00,000.00
" <* Foreign *' « 50 ,000*00
The income accounts on the Fox Film books should "be
as follows:
Income allocated to American cost 3100,000.00
" " Foreign " gfi.uOO.OO
Gross Income allocated to >,i ctiir*
costs 125,000.00
Picture costs (American and foreign) 100,000.00
* Hat Income from exhibition | 25 ,000,00
* Subj-ct to Income not allocated less
distribution charges and other expenses.
(The above schedule is based on the fact
that the foreign release date is the same
as the American r-l-ase date, which is not
strictly true, but assumed to be so for the
purr os e 0 f ilXiifitrating this problem.)
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Comparison of the Ma^or Company MT7rit e-Of fs "
A ouioK glaritee would lead the r eader t6
believe tnat t'ha Fox Film Cor porat i on has the
quick est writ '•-off of film costs. This is not
true, however, if an analysis is made of the
different tables': tfet forth as follows:
Par anoun
t
R. K, 0.
Warner Bros
Fox
Cost Assigned
to
United states
100$
100$
Cost Assigned
to
For aign
none
none
Par gent gritten off in e Period of Twelve Tenths.
After twelve months (Domestic For^i^n
Paramount 93 fo (approximately)
R. K. 0; 9fi #
Warner 86370
Fox 85 (approximately)
Paramount Publix has tha fastest rate of write-off
due to their exhibition outlets, ffeey can
pract ically write off the entire cost of a picture
by first run exhibitions in their own houses.
Producers should not fool themselves as far as
foreign income is concerned. This foreign income
will have a tendency to decrease dii* to the fact
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that American "talkies" have had a decreasing
appeal to the foreign theatre-goers because of
language barriers, cont ing ents or tariffs set
upon the import of American films. At the
present time foreign film companies are a "hi*
to compete with the American product; in feet,
the German films are more in demand in certain
Bu.rpjp.ean localities than our films.
kill 1 company that allocates more than a
nominal percentage of their costs to foreign in-
come should he viewed upon as not very conserv-
ative.
Most of the major companies have established
foreign studiios for ma King foreign versions of
their American made films. The costs applicable to
these "mult i-linouals is and should be properly
allocated to foreign incor.e- i or they do meet with
Joreign approve 1 %t interpreted in the customs and
manners of the country that the film is intend -»ri to
be r eleae ed in.
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Fleischer Studios, Producers of Animated
Cartoons
All income is written ofi against costs
as soon as received. Amortization usually is 1QQ$
complete within live months following release.
This has resulted in trie creation of secret
reserves on this company T s Balance Sheet. Income
was still "being received on negatives which were
completely written ofi and not shown on the
Balance Sheet in any amount. The Balance Sheet
in this instance aoes not snow all assets, and
would be unfavorable to tne company ii they wished
to borrow money on the strengtn of same.
The rate of amortization on this class of
film is not fixed, altnough the co^t of these
negatives, ii not cleared "by income received with-
in two years following release, will be charged to
profit and Loss.
The accounting practice in tnis company has
been to creait tne net income received from tne
distributor directly to the finished Negative
account. If a debit balance remains, it is set
up on the Balance Sheet as the residual value of
tne negatives in question. If a credit balance
appears as a result oi the above procedure, there
is a profit on the negative, and this balance
5E

s'houla "be transi erred to profit and Loss. Obvi-
ously, the negative in this illustration has been
cleared and written down to zero.
An illustration oi the above will make the
procedure clearer to the reader:
Negative cost to producer $£5,000.00
Distributor Reports;
Gross Income $60,0uO.u0
Charges to producer ,?lo ,Ouu .uu
rroducer's Share $22,50u.Ou
The producer's negative account will appear
as below (assuming the charges have been capital-
ized as part oi the negative cost):
Cost of negative $25,000.00
Charges 15,000 .00
Total Cost 4o,ooo.oo
, producer's Share of gross 22,500 .00
Residual value of negative $17,500 .00
The succeeding month the distributor makes the
following report;
Gross I icome $120,000.00
Charges 3,000.uo
Producer's Share 51,500.00
The accounts will appear as foliOY^S;
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Resiaual Value per last report $17,500.uO
Charges 3,000 .UU |20,50u.OO
producer's Share 31,5uu . uo
^Profit on negative 11 ,000 .00
The negative has been written down to zero
and will not appear in the Balance Sheet.
With the increase in foreign "business some
companies such as Paramount publix have assigned
part of their cost to ioreign business, and write
it off against such income. This is not true of
the entire industry, as evidenced by Columbia
Pictures Corp. in their prospectus issued April,
IS 30, in which they state that no portion oi the
cost is charged against foreign business.*
Some of the companies have established Ioreign
studios, and this may help towards uniiormity in
this respect.
The practice of charging positive prints
varies. Some companies include them in their
Finished Negative account and write tnem off
over the same life; other companies separate the
accounts and write o±f over a shorter life;
these prints do not last through the earning
life oi the negative unless the picture is not
a box office hit.
* Columbia rictures Corporation prospectus, April, 1930.
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I "believe the best practice is to write off the
first set of prints over trie liie 01 the negative,
including them in the same account ana charging
all replacements to an Operating Expense account**
In some cas es estimates as to film exhaustion
are far from correot, due to the drawing power of
the film ana other considerations which may
hinder the estimated gross income from being
realized. If the picture is a great success, the
negative cost may quickly clear, leaving the pro-
ducer witn a valuable asset not reflected in nis
Balance Sheet.** In other instances the film
may jjr ov e to be a failure, in wnich case the pro-
ducer should set up a reserve for loss, "based upon
nis experience tables.
Entries necessary to record film exhaustion
upon tne Doo.ns are as follows;
Film Exhaustion -
Finished negatives $
The amount amortized is posted directly to the
respective film account in the Finished Negative
ledger
.
* R. H. Montgomery—Auditing Theory and Practice
—
Volume 2
** Fleischer Studios
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A producer's profit and loss statement will
usually appear as follows:
Gnoss Income $>
less Distributor's Shar e
Gr oss Income Received
Film Exhaustion —
-
Set Income from Releas ed Productions |
In the cases where all income is charged against
costs, the Profit and Loss Statement can be drawn
up in the usual manner, although this requires a
great deal of detailed work.
A separate subsidiary ledger containing the
finished negatives should be included in the
accounting system. This enables interested
parties to ascertain the cost and the gross and
net income on each individual negative produced
and released for exploitation. This booK should
have, besides the usual cost columns, columns
showing the amount of film exhaustion to date,
and also memorandum columns recording the feross
income and the distributor's share. The Trial
Balance of this ledger should be in agreement
with the Finished Negative controlling account.
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The writer has a few more words to say
relative to the accounts of producers of the
"squeakin 1 tintypes." Producers usually re-
ceive advances on negatives to be released by
distributors. Some producers consider this ad-
vance as current income. Legally, according to
their contract, they are correct in this contention;
hov/ever, it is not considered good accounting
practice to consider any unearned advances avail-
able for dividends. Advances should be credited
to income only as they are earned, and in the
periods that they are reported earned by the dis-
tributor. An illustration of the above will be
clearer to the reader:
The distributor advances $5000.00. In the
first period following release he reports the
producer's share of gross film rentals as $4000.00.
The producer picks this income up on his books as
follows
;
Advance Deposits $4000,00
Income $4000.00
This above entry would have the effect of leaving
a balance of $1000.00 in the Advance Deposit
account and would show a gross income of |4000.00.
If in the next period tJae distributor reports the
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producer's share of gross film rentals as
$3000.00, the producer would have the following
entry to "bring on his books:
Cash (from distributor) $2000.00
Advance Deposits 1000.00
Income $3000,00
The advance has all been earned as shown by the
above cash ($2000.00) received from the distri-
butor. Obviously, when the exploitation contract
has expired through lapse of time, any unearned
advance may then be considered available for
dividends; in this instance, however, it should
be credited against the cost of the negative,
which usually has not been amortized fully. The
distributor in this situation is not entitled to
a refund legally, even though the advance has not
been clearad by the income received from its ex-
ploitation. This is one of the peculiarities of
the industry, and the above situation is always
read into all exploitation contracts between
producers and distributors. The negative in this
case will usually be a box office "flop." pro-
cedure for writing off the unearned advance is
as follows
:
f,9

Advance Deposits $~ -
Income or Finished Negatives $
(for the unearned advance)
If there is a debit "balance left in the negative
account, it should he transferred to profit and
loss as a loss, and vice versa if a credit
balance. The cost of pictures which are pro-
duced and then "shelved" should be charged off
to income immediately.
All salient features relative to production
and exhaustion of film having "been covered, we
will now proceed to the accounting methods
peculiar to motion picture distributors.
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Accounting Methods of Motion pictur e Distributors
The second phase of the film industry is
obviously to sell the picture. This is the task
that the distributor undertakes.
Distributors may or may not be allied with
the producer. If they are not allied, they are
classed as "state right ers,"—that is, they buy
the distribution rights for certain named states
or territories. They may buy either outright or
on a percentage basis, which may include an
advance.
Distributing corporations may be nationally
organized, or they may have only a few exchanges.
The large producing companies have their own
distributing outlets, Buch as the "Vitagraph
Exchange" for Warners, "Fox Film Exchange" for
Fox, etc. Some well-known "state right ers" are
"Educational Film Ex.," "Red Seal," etc.
The home offices of all the distributing
companies are located in Hew York City. Sub-
sidiary film exchanges are strategically located
in all key cities of the world. These exchanges
may be incorporated in the states in which they
are located.
Distributors usually contract for the ex-
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ploitation and sale of film about a year in ad-
vance of play dates and "booking. Contracts with
producers are signed lor the exploitation of their
product, then the salesmen for these selling
companies are introduced to the sales program for
the coming year by means of a national convention.
The accounting features to "be considered are
as follows;
1. The correct royalty due producers on
film exploited for them.
2. The profit and loss on the subsidiary
ex chang es .
3. Selling cost of salesmen based on
business written.
4. Profit on negatives exploited is
desir ed
.
1 . Royalties Due Producers
This is one of the most important features to
be discussed in iilin exchange accounting. Dis-
tributors are liable for an accounting on royalties
tor income collected on pictures under exploitation.
Royalties may vary on pictures and in the territory
in which the picture is sold, which o f course
depends on the exploitation contract. It is thus
obvious that a very complex and intricate system
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must "be designed to accurately record and show this
feature of procedure. iiven if films are purchased out-
right from producers, it is desirable to show the income
on each picture release, and the resulting profit or
loss accruing. The system must also be drawn up to
reflect charges against the film, and the advances to
producers. Royalties are usually computed on a cash
basis,—that is, on collections, and not on billings to
exhibitors
.
When a distributor advances cash to the producer
against future income, the entry is as follows-.
Advances to Producers
Cas h 53
At the same time, the advance is charged to the proper
film account. In other words, the account "Advances to
Producers" is a control account for productions con-
tracted to be released. All other charges incurred
against the film are handled in the same manner; that
is, there may be charges for censor fees, prints, etc.
which are chargeable against the gross or the net in-
come of the film, as the contract may direct.
The handling of income is a bit more complex.
Bach wee-K the subsidiary film exchanges send in a report
of business done and rentals collected during the week.
The procedure now is to credit all rentals, received
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from all sources to the proper picture account.
This is done through a subsidiary income hook.
This hook is laid out as below;
T3oS"h>N Fll^ Col|«cf»oNS
£_n<i,*i« June.
"PVo ci actio*
10 — IS- - 1* - / bo—
*l
m X - 3o - X ^ JTo -
4* 4 3° ~
_
—~~Z^o
no- 13 o
At the end of a month or period the income from
each exchange is footed and transferred to a
summary sheet outlined as helow;
tea
MoAti-A Baj tit*
Is
T>Hi Ia w"To t~A l-s MP- /</-
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This summary she at is now footed up, and the in-
come transferred to a royalty statement, one ior
eacn picture exploit ea . A form of royalty state-
ment is shown on the following sheet.
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"7?oyA I fj 5 fxtc fit
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»
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/ / o°jo oo -
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Journal entries are now in order to properly
record the liability due the producer on account
of royalties;
Producers Share $
Advances to Producers $
(individual films
j
Ihis indicates the producer's share of the gross
income collected for tne period under review.
Payment of cash to the producer is recorded as
follows
;
Advances iu producers $
(indiviauai films)
Cash |
It should he understood that the producer has
no debit balance against his film. If he has,
he will receive no cash until this .debit balance
has been recouped through his share of the gross.
The only entry to be made in this situation is
the first one, crediting the picture for the
proportionate share of the gross income due it.
A form of page irom the Advances to Producer
ledger will clear up any difficulties.
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er
"T^o ^ actr*
F. Ch±rj*£ /4 ^V^V^W
-7£VaJ cm
Vo.V
Vo.
./•
Leff /Va^ T^jg.
tt a r p->- . •
The gross income column may be a •"memo" column,
the amount being taken from the summary sheets
each perioa, ana inserted for statistical purposes.
These sheets should he in agreement with the
royalty statements rendered to the producers. All
charges on producer's statements are taken from
this book and posted to the royalty statements as
tney are drawn up. The charges to tne producer
usually come from tne Voucher Register or Purchase
Book.
The account "Advances to Producers" is usually
a large asset as shown by the Balance Sheets of the
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following companies ( 12/31/ 28):
Per cent o± Receivables
Paramount Publix
Warner Bros.
45%
si*
Ordinarily, the account is recouped out of the
proaucer's share oi' the gross income collected.
The producer's share is usually about 50-70%
until the advance is cleared. After the advance
ana charges have been cleared the usual practice
is to divide the income equally. If the picture
is a success, the advance will be quickly cleared
due to applying the producer's share against the
unrecouped balance of the advance, for example:
Advance to producer $2000
Charges to Producer 700
Gross Income Collected $4000 (Producer's Share $£600)
The accounts on the distributor 's books wili be
as iollows:
producer's Share $260u.0u
Advances 2700. uu
After this remaining #100. oO nas been cleared the
"split" reverts to a lower percentage based on
the contract. If tne picture Iooks liKe a failure,
the distributor may have to set up a reserve to
Debit balance due Distributor $100. uO
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cover up the loss he may incur against his advance".
Sometimes a picture may earn 4u f/o of its potential
income while only 30% ox the advance has "been re-
couped. This is usually Que to large expenses in-
curred by the distributor in exploiting the film.
In this case tne distributor should set up a r e-
serve of 10% to cover the potential loss.
Record ing of Income on the General Books;
The home office must now record in its general
records the income reported each we ex. from its
brancn exchanges. A checx is drawn on the exchange
for the income collected, and the accounts receivable
for that particular exchange is credited for the
same amount. At the end of the period, a journal
entry is made debiting Accounts Receivable and
creaiting Income for the amount of billings of film
in the exchange during the period. The total of
tne income credited must be in agreement with the
totals in the subsidiary income book.
The subsidiary exchange usually has two cash
accounts,— one for income collected, wnich is only
drawn upon by the home oft ice weekly or monthly;
and one, in charge of the branch manager, for the
branch offices immediate expenses of operations.
Weexiy or monthly the branch renders an expense
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statement to the home oiiice, and the home onice in
turn reimburses the branch for the expenses reported
and charges them to the individual branch expense ac-
count. This procedure occurs when the branch doss not
carry a complete set of booics, but carries only a cash
boou: and receivable ledger.
£. profit or Loss on each Film Exchange
The proiit or loss is derived as follows:
Gross Income Report ed by the Ckchange $
Less Sxp ens es of Operations •
Direct l&penses $
producer's bhare of Income
% of Home office Adm. £x.
profit or Loss on Branch Operations f
3. Selling cost of ffiim oalesmen, and a ales Control
A subsidiary record is kept covering the film sales-
men. Incluued in it are sheets for each salesman em-
ployed by the company. These sheets record the salesman's
salary and expenses, and his sales oi iilm to exhibitors,
his selling cost is found by dividing his expenses by
his contract business, anu should not be above the
selling costs that the General 3 ales Iv.anager has set.
If the costs are above, it indicates that tne salesman
is not diligent, or that he is encountering sales resis-
tance. These figures are very important to the sales
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manag er
.
An analysis of contract business, played "business,
ana unpiayed business is usually recorded for the General
Sales Manager . This analysis must be Kept up to date
in order to have effective sales control. '.Then eon-
tracts reach the home oiiice ior approval, they are
approved by "Che General oaies Manager or his assistants.
After approval, the contract is transferred to a clerk
who analyzes the contracts into the types or series
whicn it covers. Reports as to playea business in the
excnanges are received weeidy by the home oiiice. The
contract clerk will ta&e this played business report
ana analyze it as to series, After this procedure has
been completed, the played business will be deducted
from the contracts written, ana tne resulting balance
is unplayed business on hand in the exchanges. The
contracts in all cases are analyzed as to the exchanges
on whicn they were written. An illustration of the
above procedure will make it clearer:
The boston excnange sends contracts to the hume
ofiice amounting to $>50,Gou. The contracts are analyzed
as ioliows;
Total Contracts
Written
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The weekly report of played business from the
Boston exchange shows tne following:
Played Business
$10 ,UOO
Clara Wings
fluOO
John Gilbert
$8000
Mary Jones
1100©
The Unplayed Business relative to the Boston ex-
change on iile in the home office will be shown up
as follows;
Total Contracts
Written
;
Played
fTotal;.Clara Wings
;
.John Gilbert; Mary Jones :
^50,000 •
]lO,OS)
\ 20,000
1,000
20,000
8,000
;
.
10,000 \
: s
: 1,000 \
Unplayed \ 40,000 - : 19,000 \ 12,000 ; • 9,000 \
The above procedure will be carried out on all film
exchanges: and will be further summarized to include
the country,
4» profit on negatives exploited
From the gross income of each production, de-
duct the producer's share plus a proportionate part
of the cost of distribution, leaving the balance,
if any, as the resulting profit on the negative
exploit ed
•
If the film exchange keeps a full set of books,
the home office will not bring on the income from
the exchange monthly or draw a check to reimburse
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the branch lor its expenses weekly. They will
record the summary of rentals collected, as re-
port ed "by the exchanges weekly, in the sub-
sidiary income hook. The home office will take
up the branch net profit, at the end of each
profit-finding period, as reported by the branch.
They may draw upon the branch cash as before, but
the entry to cover this feature is to debit cash,
and credit the respective branch for the amount
drawn, and vice versa for all cash advanced.
When preparing a consolidated balance sheet at
the end of the period, all int er-ccmpany accounts
will be eliminated in the usual manner. The
branch will handle all withdrawals and receipts
of cash from the home office in just the opposite
manner. The home office records the summary of
income from film rentals weekly in order to render
a royalty statement to the producers.
Miscellaneous items appearing in Distributor
Accounting Procedure
A. When film appears to be a "flop"
If, after the exploiting, contract has lapsed
through time, and a debit balance remains in the
negative account, there is only one method to
follow, and that is to charge off the balance as a
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loss, as it cannot be recovered from the pro-
ducer. Losses on one negative exploited cannot
be offset against gains from other negatives of
the same producer.
B. Income from "State Right ers"
If the picture is leased by the distributor
to a "state right" exchange, instead of branch
expenses the "state right er" will charge a
certain commission ior the "physical distribution"
of the negative. This expense is not chargeable
bac±£ against the producer's share but is part of
the distributor's selling expense.
C. When charges are deducted from gross income
Exploitation contracts are sometimes drawn
to read that all distribution charges, such as
print cost, censor fees, etc., shall be deducted
from the gross film income of the "vehicle" being
exploited, before the producer shall share in the
net. This provision is not advantageous to the
distributor, for in this situation he has to
stand part of the charges in proportion to his
share of the income, previously, all charges were
handled as a deduction from the net income due the
producer, or the producer's share of gross film
rentals; thus the producer paid all the charges.
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The situation in this case is more complex; to
illustrate, a concrete example is shown*.
Gross income $100.00
Charges 20.00
Producer's base share 60$
Cas e 1 . Producer pays all charges
Gross income $100. 00
Producer's share $60.00
Less charges 20 .00
II et to producer $40.00
Case 2. Charges are deducted from gross
Grose income $100.00
Charges 20.00 $80.00
Producer's share 60$ $48.00
It will he seen from the above illustration that
the producer gains if his contract is worded as
in Case 2 above. He gains $8.00 in the above
case, for he is obliged to pay only 60$ of the
charges, ana the distributor pays 40$.
In the above case, the distributor should
not capitalize the proportion of charges he has
to pay. It is merely an additional expense or
producer's share which the distributor has to
stand sometimes, for the privilege of securing an
exploitation contract. It is true that the
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positive prints represented in the charges belong
to the "distrib" in the above case, but they are
not worth more than their scrap value.
There are a few more items to be discussed
before proceeding to the auditing procedure of film
exchanges. These items are prints and advertising
matter sent to the film exchanges.
Perpetual inventories should be kept of all
prints and advertising matter sent to the ex-
changes. When prints or shuw copies are sent to
branches for release to exhibitors, a record should
be made; if the branch subsequently transfers or
returns the film, it should be properly recorded
in the home office perpetual inventory records.
These records are of the utmost importance, for
they are the basis of audits made on the exchanges.
Advertising matter sent to the exchanges
should be handled in the same manner. In this
advertising department, opportunities for illegal
and unauthorized profit-sharing may creep in un-
less there is a good system of internal checking.
Periodical iy the exchange remits a report with
duplicate numbered invoices of advertising matter
sold. All accessories suid shuuld be checked
against the perpetual inventory records, and the
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•balance of accessories 'shown by the inventory-
records should he in agreement with a physical
inventory count on hand in the exchange
(theoretically). The total sales of advertising
matter as reported "by the branch should be in
agreement with the total of the duplicate
numbered invoices returned to the home office for
checking.
If the auditor of a fi lm exchange tais.es all
the above procedure into consideration when
making an audit, he shouiu not encounter any un-
usual difficulties during an audit. There may be
minor deviations in prucedure in different
organizations but the systems and fundamentals are
the same in all the large producing and distri-
buting companies.
Accounting System of Distributors
The main books comprising the accounting
system are as follows;
Cash Books
Paid and Received
Voucher Register
Journal
General Ledger
Advances to Producers ledger
7 8

Accounts Receivable ledger
Branch Office ledger
Gash Receipts
This "book is a record drawn up to record
receipts of cash. Columns shuulci be provided as
follows
:
Dat e
From Whom Received
Amount Received
Commission Exchanges
Income Rentals Exchanges
Accounts Receivable
Income irom Accessories
General ledger Column for Miscellaneous
it ems
When cash ifl received, it is entered in the proper
columns and distributed as to its source. A form
of cash book is drawn up below.
CASH RECEIPTS
£W6 &£
/Vt-f-
£tch.
1 14 C <s wr-Pi^i
At I? «. c

Cash Paid
This "book is a record of all disbursements
made by checit. A form is given below.
Cash ta ij>
"Pa i A to
CH. N<Lf
CAr£tt
Yo. A d v-. fo "75-
Acct. Am*
Voucher Register
This boo* covers the original entry of all
expenses and purchaser made by the distributor.
k form is exhibited on the following page.
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If the "branch offices keep a complete set of
books, tne branch Sspense column is not necessary.
All advances to producers are posted in detail to
the respective accounts in the Advances to pro-
ducer Ledger. The Home Office Expense column is
analyzed when closing the voucner ledger, and the
analysis is xj0S ted in detail to the respective
accounts in the general ledger.
J ournal
A s et monthly journal doo.k is used oy the
distributor. The most frequent entries made are
the producer's share of income. The journal is
ruiea up as follows;
Ate*:
F
r
/• / ^ ^ x -^"v sr
8£

Advances to rroducer ' s ledger
This ledger has been explained elsewhere in
this paper 0
Accounts Receivable Ledger
This book usually contains the control
accounts oi the subsidiary 1'ilm exchanges, if
these exchanges do not keep a full system. Other
accounts receivable arising from the sale oi tiim
(foreign anu otherwise) may appear in tnis ledger.
The charges to this account come from tne journal,
when the home office brings the respective totals
of branch billings on the books. Cr edict to this
account come from the cash boo^ for cash received
on account of billings. The Accounts Receivable
of each exchange are of course separated. Bill-
ings made by "state right ers" on account of
pictures leased to them are not brougnt on the
booKS until actually collected, ana tnen the
amount collected is posted directly to the Income
from Rentals column, in the Cash Receiveu boo*..
The reason for this is the fact that the smaller
exhibitors are financially irresponsible, ana
tnere would be no advantage in bringing these
amounts on the booics, as in many instances they
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cannot "be collect ed »* The commission received "by
the "state right er" for handling the physical dis-
trioution o± film is based on collections, and
deducted from tne casn remitcea to the home office
(see Casn Receipts dock:) .
Branch Office Ledger
Subsidiary records are Kept to recora tne
analysis of the branch expenses. The totals of
this subsidiary record should be in agreement with
its controlling account in the General Ledger.
iSxpenses oi each branch are separated in this re-
cord.
Auditing Royalty Accounts of Distributors
In the expiuxtation contracts between pro-
ducers ano distributors, clauses are sometimes
read into the contracts giving the producer the
rignt to maJie an auait of the distributing com-
pany's booKS to ascertain that all income and
charges have been correctly reported. In ver-
ifying income, the auuitor should be furnished
with copies of tne producer's royalty statements
for the period under auoit. The auuitor should
checK these statements against the reports of
played business as rendered by the subsidiary film
* R. H. Montgomery—Auditing Theory and iractice-
Volume 2.
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exchanges. After he nas completed his check in
this respect, ne shoula cheaK the reports of
played business to the Income account on the dis-
tributor's docks . The xotais of the played "bus-
iness reports should be in agreement with the
Income account, if the distributor reports
royalties on a cash collected basis; if the dis-
tributor aoes not report on a cash collected basis,
but on a billing basis, the royalty statements
snuold be checked against the duplicate billing
invoices as turned in to the home oflice, by the
subsidiary excnanges.
It sometimes happens that exhibitors, in
oruer to avoia playing out a contract settle it
by paying a lump sum, usually below the contracted
amount. The auditor should ascertain that, if any
films Id wmcn he is auuiting nas bean settled on
such a basis, it was properly report ea as a
royalty to the producer. As a further check on
income, tne auditor snouid test tne total con-
tracts, written on his producer's negatives,
against the unpiayea business as reported by the
distributor. The resulting balance should be
the billings or cash collected by the distributor
and reported in the royalty statements.
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Distribution Charges to Iroducers
The auditor should be furnished with a list of all
items charged to the producer. He should verify these
charges on the distributor's books by checking the paid
invoices for these charges. It olten happens that
charges are padded by distributors, and can be detected
only by a careful analysis of paid invoices ana cancelled
checks covering these paid invoices.
rart of the books and records peculiar to film ex-
changes will oe explained below in order to have the
remainder of this paper understood by tne reader.
A. Booking record
This book records the dates on which diilerent
films will be pxayed, and the theatres where tney will
be shown. A form is shown below;
J U H C / <> 3 0 j
I
'
5" 3 o
\
The reauer can notice from tne above iurm tnat all films
are entered in tne respective play date columns , with
d6

indication also of the tneatre in which they will be
exhibited. This duok forms the basis ior tne billing system
and shipping records. Bills are maae out from this
recora and sent out usually one or two weeks in advance
of play dat es .
B. Snipping sheets
These sneets are very important, as the auditor
uses them in cnecking income. A shipping sneet is made
out each day in the week and on it are columns to record
the film, playaate, name of exhibitor, date shipped,
anu date returned.
Dm
J ///>>/»</
r
—
—
Data lor tne snipping sneets come from the cut off or
booking records, and these sheets are usually drawn up
a wee-K in advance of play dates.
G. Vault Cards
A card is made up lor eacn print received irom the
nome oiiice. This card has columns providing for tne
exhibitor's name, play date, and date snipped and re-
turned, iivery time tne print is shipped tu an exniui-
tor, a statement o± tne fact must be recorded on this
vault cara. IMl card serves as a chec* on the shipping
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n c>
r ecoras
.
D. JSKiniDitor 'a Carab or Cut oif
soon as a contract nas fceen signed by the ex-
hibitor and ratiiieu by tne numa oil'iee, a card is made
out ior tne exhibitor. The iorrn oi tnis card ia some-
what as ±'oi±owa:
N/ii+e. of kthibtfcy
A 4 c| rcii
Pa^ of Contact ,
Co^T^A^t Mo. x /
"Pvote eft II
v
4- CLARA Jon£,S C»- Mill // JAMtT^
t>AT<-i
1 - /^Jo Si*/
[vtar
id "All's
=1

The pictures to be played are entered in the proper
coiumns, and the contract price is also recorded from
the contract. Whenever a film is booked by the ex-
hibitor, ifcs play date is enter eu in its proper column,
as snown in the fore-going diagram. This ioria serves
as a cnecK on all contracts, as well as showing whether
the exhibitor is performing nis part of the agreement.
I. BouAer
This is the title given to the person who has charge
of the shipping records. The position is an important
one, and carries a fairly good rate of remuneration.
The booker should not have access to the film or ship-
ping records, for in some cases he may be the cashier
and bookkeeper as well; thus it is important to keep the
shipping records from getting under his control.
The booker may also do the billing, but in all the
large exchanges there are separate billers. The basis
for the billing is usually from the booking records.
Bills should be made out in triplicate,— one for the
exhibitor, one for permanent records, and one to be
sent to the home office for record.
The bills are posted from the duplicates, which
are kept in a loose leaf binder, to the Accounts Receiv-
able ledger. Each week the total of billings is repor-
ted to the home office. If the film exchange keeps a
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complete set of "books, the entry to record the "billings
is to debit Acct . Receivable and credit Income from
Rentals. If a complete set of "books is not kept, the
home office will pick up the entry,—a procedure which
has been previously outlined in this paper.
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Auditing procedure in Film Ex changes
An auditor seems to be pers ona non grata in
the film business, more so than in any other line
of endeavor in which the v.friter has ever been en-
gaged. I believe that the element of surprise is
a great feature that auditors should take advantage
of when contemplating an audit of a film exchange.
Auditors may be engaged by dissiisfied producers
or distributors either to check up in a case when
they have good reasons to believe that the exchange
is "holding out n on them in the gross film rentals
reported, or in the case of a subsidiary film ex-
change, to check up on the personnel. In either
case the auditing procedure is the same.
The r:ost important points of procedure handled
in this class of audit is as follows-.
1. To see that all income is reported and
accounted for.
2* Accounting for accessory sales.
3. Vouching of check and currency dis-
burs ements
.
4* Enforcements of contracts or steps taken
to effect a settlement of contracts.
Procedure in 1.
The auditor is furnished with an inventory of
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prints that should be' in the film exchange. A
physical inventory of prints should he taken
imneciat ely ,—that is, as soon as possible after
entering the exchange. The difference between
this physical inventory and the inventory furnished
him by the home office should be prints that are
being exhibited or prints in theatres. The auditor
should then check these missing prints to the
shipping sheets to find out if they are out v^ith
exhibitors. If this check is satisfactory, he
next checks these prints into the exhibitor's
accounts in order to find out if they have been
billed to the exhibitor. Thus we have a system of
check and double check. At this point of pro-
cedure the auditor's opportunity comes in. He
should be able to see if prints are shipped and
not billed, and thus unearth any damage to the
company. It often happens that film s are given
gratis to exhibitors. The auditor should be able
to checK up on this point by following the above
procedure for several months previous.
The auditor should make tests of all shipping
sheets by checking them back against the exhibitor's
accounts for a certain period, which, of course,
is governed by the system of internal check. After
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the auditor has satisified himself that all ship-
ments hava "been satisfactorily handled, he should
proceed to the analysis of the customer's accounts,
ageing them, etc., and taking up all overdue
accounts with the exchange manager. It may "be
necessary for him to confirm any questionable ac-
counts. Credits from the cash hook to the
customer's accounts should be tested in order to
guard against any "lapping" which may have occurred.
Another item advisable to test is the prices re-
ceived from exhibit ors . The auditor should have
the copies oi exhibitors contracts before him, and
compare the contract prices with the actual cash
received, as shown by the exhibitor's account in
the ledger. This may show whether exhibitors are
paying contract prices, or whether the manager of
the exchange is lax in his method of allowing them
to pay less than their stipulated contract price.
The auditor may find something interesting to in-
clude in his report from the result of the above
audit work.
Another point of caution is suggested in ac-
counting for all income that should have been re-
ported and this is "Spot Bookings." A "spot book-
ing" is one that occurs when an exhibitor needs a
9Z

print in a hurry and one that is usually not under
contract. The exhibitor usually takes this film
out immediately, and the above transaction may not
even appear on the shipping records. The method
that the writer suggests to guard against any mis-
approjjiat ion of cash from this source, is a test
of the Vault Cards (explained "before) against the
shipping records for a definite period. Any ship-
ment which appears on a Vault 0 xrd and not on the
proper shipping sheet should he investigated to
the "nth" degree, for herein lies a most lucrative
source of embezzlement. It should now be obvious
to the reader why the booker should not have access
to the shipping records of vault cares.
Step 2. Accessory Income
A perpetual inventory is kept on the accessory
and advertising matter both at the home office and
in the exchange. The auditor is furnished with a
list of this matter that should be on hand at the
close of the audit period. He should immediately
verify the list by taking a physical inventory of
this advertising matter immediately after he has
completed his physical inventory of prints. An
internal check should be kept on access ory sales.
Pads, in numerical order and in triplicate, should
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be used to record accessory sales. When such a
sale occurs the clerk makes out the invoice on
this pad, recording the exhibitor's name, and the
amount and classification of the accessories sold.
The exhibitor receipts the invoice and keeps the
original copy, una copy should be sent to the
home office, and one copy kept in the exchange for
the auditor's use. Usually the accessories are
paid for immediately; in this case the clerk
stamps the invoice as paid. Periodically all
accessory sales slips are sent to the home office
where they are handled in the manner outlined be-
fore in this paper. The home office should in-
vestigate any missing numbers. From the above
practice it will be clear that an effective in-
ternal check is kept on accessory sales in the
film exchanges. Any material differences between
the physical inventory and the perpetual one should
be investigated, as the clerks in the accessory
department will share profits with the company if
not checked
.
5tep S. Vouching of Disbursements
The vouching of disbursements by check and
currency is a comparatively simple matter. The
auditor should check the payments by checks and
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currency against the respective bills received
from creditors. In some instances this procedure
will not be necessary, for the home office may
check and vouch all expenses whenever they re-
imburse the branch for these expenses. In this
esse the branch will turn over all bills to the
home office for vouching. The auditor should
satisfy himself that there are no "fake" bills
paid. This he can do by direct correspondence
with the creditors. A point of caution is advis-
able at this time; invoices are sometimes paid by
the exchange which are chargeable back to the pro-
ducer of the picture being exploited. The auditor
should be careful to closely scrutinize all bills
for any items of such a nature. These items may
comprise cleaning and processing prints, replace-
ments, titles, censor fees, etc.; in some cases
the above items run into a considerable sum of
money, and should be carefully checked in order that
they may be charged to the proper persons, if for
no other reasons.
The auditor should also use his common sense
and judgment to find out if all expenses paid have
been necessary to carry on the business. It often
happens that people have been kept on payrolls at
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the exchanges, and expenses incurred on account of
them which are grossly out of proportion to the
amount of "business done. The auditor can check up
on the above points if he xeeps his eyes and ears
open while on the job at the exchange. He also
should refrain from making close acquaintance with
the personnel, and from accepting any favors, as
this may hurt his position. On the contrary, he
should not be offensively aloof, but he should
rather establish a happy medium. In this way he
will be able better to accomplish his purpose.
Step 4. Enforcement of Contracts
The eni or cement of contracts is a very im-
portant item, and is a delicate affair to handle.
Man;.- times an exhibitor over-buys or over-pays on
a contract sold to him under pressure by one of the
high powered M7th Ave. film salesmen." After the
"exni'b" cgs^ a own to earth again, he realizes he
cannot live up to the terms of the contract. From
sucn cat es arises much of the unpiayed business on
hand in the exchange. The manager of the film ex-
change may try to force the exhibitor to carry out
the contract by bringing him before the Film Board
of Trade, an organization whicn corresponds to the
Supreme Court, although the members of this board
9 7

disclaim any such comparison. This board is com-
posed of an even number of distributors and ex-
hibitors who hear the case ana then render tneir
decision. If the decision is in favor of the
"distrib," the exhibitor must live up to the con-
trace or he is reiaseu service by the members of
the Film Boarc of Trade, in which case the ex-
hibitor might as well snut up the house, for he
will have notnmg to exhibit. It it obvious that
this fHaysj organization is a very efficient met nod
oi enforcing delinquent customers to live up to their
obligations.* On the otner side fti the fence the
wary exhibitor may purge himself of ail burdening
contracts by selling out his interest in the theatre
to a "straw," an action wnich makes all existing con-
tracts null ana void. This is the situation that
anyone connected with tne distributing end oi the
"leaping tintype" industry has to handle with care.
The audiLor snouid bear thib in mina when perusing
unjjiayeu business. He snouid see tnat unpiayed
business on hanu represents bona iiu e contracts,
one gooa feature oi distributor accounting pro-
cedure it tnat it does not anticipate future profits
* Federal Court decision nas recently (19oU) ruied
that compulsory arbitration is illegal and in restraint
oi trade.
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by including unpiayea business in the income.
This is shown "by one of the iar& e companies in a
prospectus issued in 19 wnich reads as xoliows:
"The corporation derives its income irom the
sale oi the exhibition sijgjits of its productions
to exhibitors through its domestic "branch, ex-
changee, etc. Contracts lor the exnibition of
productions are not carried on the Balance oheet
as Account s Receivable until delivery has been
made. Advance payments irom exhibitors are carried
as deferred income until delivery of prints is made.
1 ev er-t he-less , substantial promotion ana selling
expense incident to tne new business are charged to
current operations as soon as they are incurred.
At the present time the Corporatiun has contracts
outstanding with exhibitors in the United States
amounting to $6 ,500 ,uOG , and with loreign franchise
holders amounting to £l,uuo,00u, ana the amount of
the receivables as shown on the Balance Sheet is
less than $5uu,uOu. The selling cost of obtaining
tnese contracts has already bean cnargea against
operations .* "
Columbia Pictures Corp. Irospectus
,
April, 193U.
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The above accounting procedure is representa-
tive oi the entire industry as connected with un-
piayed business.
The auditor should m&Ke sure that all con-
tracts are bona f10 e . Instances are Known where
contracts were iorged in order to maxe sales
appear more favorable. In all suspicious cases
the contracts snould be confirmed by the auditor.
Tooay most of the exniDitors have been submerged
by tne national outfits in their merging, and
buying up theatrec, anu tnis feature oi auditing
is not as antagonizing as beiore.
A recent innovation in the distriouting end
oi the film industry is "percentage booxing."
This ieature refers to the leasing of film to ex-
hibitors on a fixeu guarantee plus a percentage
oi tne box oflice receipts, over and above a
fixed amount taken in by the exhibitor. This has
resulted in bad practices sucn as "bicycling of
film" and "gypping", inhibitors have been Keeping
two sets of booKS in order to gyp the distributor
on hie percentage of "overs"; tney also sometimes
Keep the film longer tnan the contract called ior
in order to cover up the guarantee. In order to
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stop tnis evil practice, sums oi the larger dis-
tributing firms have had to resort to the retaining
of national auditing companies, ana the hiring of
detectives or "spot; t ers . " This nas increased the
expense oi distrioutiun, ana no praci'ibie inex-
pensive b olutiun oi the proolera has as yet been
reacneu. The film organizations will not revert
to their one price policy, as this is as pass e as
tne siient film. Paramount-Pubiix has tried to
solve tne problem by selling only to bonded houses.
This may be the ultimate way out of the mess
created by this percentage booking factor.
The v^riter has suggested a system whereoy the
local film boarus oi traae will issue fool-proof
tickets lor as e at the box offices oi local ex-
nibitors. These tickets snouj.a be oi a Kind very
difficult and expensive to reproduce in counter-
feit. In issuing these tickets, the local film
boar as of trade snuuio note the serial numbers,
and notify the local distributor oi these numbers.
Ala u tne iiim ooara oi trad a can nir e one or two
"spotters" to make purchases of tickets in tne
various theatres, ana tnen ormg bade tne tickets
to tne of i ices of the boar a in ora,3r to detect if
any are oi count erieit nature. This it an in ex-
1G1

pensive yet eflective metnod oi checking up on
exmbitors .
Another source o± income receivea from ex-
hibit orb are "score cnarges." These cnarges arose
with the "sound on film ana disc" methods of r e-
proaucing talking pictures. A small charge is made
by the film exchange ior talxing pictures sold to
exhibitors .
Verification of amounts receiver by exchanges
on account of score charges are comparatively eimpla.
All films released "s ouna on ai^c" usually carry a
score cnarge in adaition to the rental, ana this
amount can be verifieu at the same time as the rentals
received are being testeu against the inaiviauai ex-
hibition contracts.
All items oi in^ortance relative to film
accounting nave been flit cu8sad in thic paper. In
conclusion the author wishes to state that the
procedure snoulu not be taicen ips o iact o as the
ne ultra plus in film accounting methods , but
shuulu be considered merely as a guide to tne un-
initiated to intelligently understand the accounts
oi motion picture producers ana distributors, which
it tne s ma oua non of this paper.
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Financial Analysis
An analysis of three major producing and distrib-
uting companies wil± be made. The companies analyzed
are as follows:
Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.
Fox Film Corp.
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
The points of analysis worked out are as follows:
Capital Structure
Relation of Charges and Preferred Dividend
Requirements to ^at Income and the Factor of
g if ety
.Earnings per Snare of Common Stock
Ratio of Total Income to Total Investment
Earnings to Common Stock and Surplus
Current Ratio
Earnings, Book Value, Dividends, and Average
- ices of Common Stocks
Conclusion:
The writer's conclusion
Moody's Ratings
Capital Structur
e
Included under this caption are all bonds outstand-
ing, preferred stocks, common stocks, surplus and other
10 4

proprietorship reserves. The total investment of
a corporation, as carried on the books of the
company, is represented by the sum of all these
items. Accounts and notes payable are not regarded
as an investment, out as merely a temporary con-
venience of doing business on a credit basis.*
By reference to the published statements of lara-
mount Famous lasxy Corp., December 31, 1929 ; Fox
Film Corp., December 31, 19 29$ and Warner Bros,
picture Corp., August 31, 19 29, we observe the
following facts;
Paramount
Book Investment Publix
Bonded Mtg. & Debt:* 79,130*
Subsidiary Stocks ; 6,728
Preferred Stocks •
Common Stocks j 9B,y79
Appropriated Surplijis 9,310
Surplus 26,764
Total Investment ; $220,911
* (000 omittedj
Fox Film
27,202*
42,605
3,250
19,929
Warn er
Bros .
70,023*
4 ,459
61,176
12,436
592,986 :l44,uuo
* R. E* Badger—Investment principals ana rractice-
Page 305.
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Furtner anaiyzeu the figures appear as follows:
Total;.Funded ;Pr ei err ed • Common Stock
:
&
Qll "V Y\l TIG!
; jjeuo *
Paramount -i>ub1ix ! 64$
Fox Film 100^6 \ 30^ : 70^
Warner Bros 100% I 49^ : ol c/b
Par amount-rublix
The above ratio indicaces that for every aollar
tne bondnolders had invested, the stockholders had
appr oximax slj ;1 • 80 invested. This ratio indicates
a high bondeu indebt euness . This situation is due
to tne fact that in the acquisition of theatres,
bonded mortgages are given, and Paramount publix
controls a great many houses.
Fox Film
This corporation shows a ratio 01 about 2.53
to 1, wnich is fairly desirable among industrials.
Warner Bros.
A ratio of about 1 to 1 is evident. Bond-
hold ert have almost as much invested as the stock-
holders. Interest charges in tnis company will
bear watcnmg.
Relation of Charges to Income, and the Factor of Safety
The common slocitnoider wisnes to know how many
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timet fixea cnar^es and preferred dividend re-
quirements have been earned. Figures for 1929
are quoted below.
;
learning Before-
Charges
.Charges
«
; Fact or of
:
Safety
j?ar amount-xubiix $19 ,001*
Fox Film
;
11,856
,
2,587 \• 401^0
Warner Br os . | 16,190 ;: 3,675 •I 595%
Fixed Charges ana Preferred Dividend requirements
have been earned as follows:
*ar amount-publix b.55 Times
Fox 7iim 4.9b Times
Warner Bros. 4.95 Times
The above ratiot indicate that the raramount
organization is in a superior position as far as
earnings ana fixea charge requirements are con-
cerned .
Earnings per Snare Versus Current Diviaends
This ratio shows whether the companies in-
cluded in this analysis have "been on a con-
servative dividend basis.
000 omitted
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.caramount publix Corp.
Year Earnings per Share
Common Stoctc*
Dividends Paia To Surplus
19 27- : 12.85 \ 8.— j 4.85
19 28 \ 4.22 ; ; 3.42 ! .80
19 29 I 6.36 I 3.— ! 3.36
Fox Film Corp.
1927; 3.59 : 4.
—
;
.61**
19 28-\ 6.47 \ 4.— : 2.47
ly29 | 10 . 28 J 4.— ; 6.28
Warner Bros.
1927; .10**
;
19 26i .66 \ ; .66
19 29^ 6 .33
;
4.—
\ 2.33
Invest orb may prefer to tor ago present in-
come in the form of dividends, and invest in the
company which is using a mora proportionate part
of their earnings for e^aasion purposes, Para-
mount-publix seems to be putting more of their
earnings into surplus than tne otner companies,
* Investograpns—Ontario Finance Corp.—Adjusted
Earnings
.
** Deficit.
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as shown by the above analysis. .Sarnings over
and above current dividends should not only be
regaruea as true earnings, but snould also be
considered as a safety factor in protecting the
current dividend rate on the common stock.*
Ratio of Total Income to Total Investment
This ratio indicates the present earning
capacity oi "che business and what it earns on
its total invested capital. This ratio may show
a justification lor the directors in returning
earnings in the business, rather than disbursing
them in the form of dividends.
In computing this ratiu the author has used
the average capital employed in tne business during
19 29 . 1 have ut ed the figures showing 19 29 re-
sults rather than an average of four or five years.
I believe tnit would show a fairer result than any
otner method, due to the upheaval in the industry
in 19 28 witn the coming of sound.
* Investment principles and practice—R. E.
Badger ,-
-i:age 512.
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Company
Paramount -Pub 1 ix
Fox
Warner*
Av er ag e
Inv as tment
Earnings "be-
fore Charees
$18,981,475
11,856,147
15,425 ,680
Rate of
Upturn on
I nvas tnents
llfa
10%
$220,712,740
107,161,764
155,475 ,062
The above figures are interesting, and would seem to in-
dicate that the Fox and Warner organizations are in
the best position as far as the rate of return is con-
cerned. However, a further analysis of the rate oi
return on common stock and surplus is necessary, before
any conclusions are made.
Hat i o of .Earnings to Common ot ock and Surplus
This ratio Sums up the earnings and rnte of return
of the common stockholders in the various companies
analyzed. The average common stock end surplus employed
in the companies during 1929 was used as the basa.
Company Average 1929 Set Pate of
Common and Surplus Earnings Pet urn
faramount- 1-ublix
Fox
Warner
** 000 omitted
$111,549 ,51b
60,8 55,401
75,978,60.)
15,544** • ;i4$
9,469 il5£?£
ll,' ; 5u r'**:i5%
* Estimated 1920 Earnings—rrospectus, August 14, 1930.
*** 2stimai. ed "ternings Fiscal Year 1929-1920; T'arner
Bros, frospectus, August 14, l^ou.
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The average earnings of these companies are high,
as compared with earnings in other industries.
These earnings will not continue; they are merely
tne result of capitalization on the exploitation of
sound. These figures are somewhat misleading, due
to the difierent accounting methods in use by the
various companies, regarding the amortization ef
xilm. Paramount-Publix amortizes its negatives
about 33 1/3$ faster than Fox and Warner, who
amortize them over a 78 and 88 week basis, respec-
tively. If Paramount-Publix were to use the same
basis of film exhaustion, they probably would show
a larger base rate of return.
Current Ratio
This ratio indicates how well the companies
analyzed below are prepared to meet current
obligations
.
Paramount publix* Fox*1 Warner**
Current Assets 37,053*** 23,408** 36,291***
Current Liabilities 14,960 42,919 21,308
Uet Working Capital 22,092 18 , 512*** 14 ,982
* Balance Sheet
** Balance Sheet
*** 000 omitted
**** Deficit
December 31, 19 29
March 1, 1930
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Ratio of Current Assets to Current Liabilities
Paramount-Publix
Fox
Warners
2.5 times
.54 w
1.7
The above results show that the Paramount
organization is in the best position to meet
current obligations. The Fox Film Corp. recently
had difficulty in meeting a note issue which
became due in April, 1930. The above ratio would
seem to forecast such a predicament. The Fox
Film Corp. has recently gone through a financial
re-organization, due to its inability to meet
the above mentioned obligation. 'iYarner Bros, has
recently been acquiring more exhibition outlets,
and this has depleted their treasury and current
position, as shown by the above analysis.
Comparison of Common Stocks;
Company
3-year* j
average :
per ;
shar e
Earnings •
19 29* :
Earnings
«
per
;
Shar e
19 29
:
Book
;
Value-
per
.Share-
19 29 ;
Divi-:
dend;
.Ratio of \
,
Earnings
;
:
to
;
Market
;
Price
:
Curr ent
Divi-
dend
Yield
Paramount 3.93 : 5.78 :46.83 3.00 : 9.6$ 4.00
Fox 6.71 [ 10.28 71.45 4.00 6.1 3.8
Warner 2.30 ! 6.33 |20.85 4.00 \ 7.5 \ 6.00
* Investographs— Ontario Finance Corp— (Adjusted
Earnings ) .
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From the above analysis it can "be seen that Para-
mount-publix was Belling at the lowest price in
relation to earnings per share, and Warners at the
lowest price in relation to current dividends and
hook: values. This condition is probably due to
the fact that the earnings of the Warner Company
had been discounted previously by market operators,
and therefore the company was selling at this low
1 ev el
.
Conclusion
The analysis made above indicates that the
industry is in a great period of expansion.
Theatre circuits are being acquired in order to
obtain exhibition outlets. j£uoh money is being
spent, and some of it wa-tefully, in the acquisition
of these circuits. Paramount-Publix practically
controls the exhibition outlets throughout the
country. A leading theatrical journal has ex-
pressed the fact that "theatre operation within a
comparatively short time has superceded both pro-
duction and distribution as the most important
branch of the picture industry, taking precedence
both in activity and in the investment involved."*
* Variety—July 9, 1930.
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This is the situation an investor must consider
when purchasing motion picture stocks.
.tar amount -irublix is w$ choice of an invest-
ment as a result of the above analysis, its
common stock has the highest factor of safety and
has tn6 most favorable condition as far as fixed
charges are concerned. Its earning and dividend
record is conservative, and its s el-Ling price on
the stoc.£ market is low in relation to earnings,
selling at a multiple of about twelve times
earnings .
in order to support my conclusions I have
only to point out the recent difficulties the Fox
Film Corp. has had in relation to an underlying
bond issue, which had to be refunded. Warner Bros,
has passed its August, 1930 dividend, which is an
indication of a heavy expansion program which has
not yet shown expected results. To support this
conclusion, I shall give below an analysis of the
companies as prepared by "MoodYs."*
Hoody's Ratings
Company Bonds & Preferred Stocks Common Stocks
Paramount BAA BA
Fox BA CAA
7/arners BA B
Koodys—Industrials, 1930.

An explanation of the above ratings follows*.
Bonds
BAA
Bonds having this rating deserve a distinct in-
vestment merit. Paramount-Publix is the only company-
having bonds in this class
.
BA
Under certain conditions "BA* bonds are attrac-
tive, but as a class they are in a position where they
can readily become better or worse. The writer is of
the opinion that the Fox and Warner senior securities
(bonds) will become better as the industry becomes
more stabilized.
Stocks
BA
Stocks under this classification show definite
progress, and indicate reasonable equities. In other
words the Par amount -publix common stocks which come
under this rating are a good business investment.
B
This rating expresses expectation of a regular
dividend payment and progress along reasonable lines,
but it clearly indicates that a number of factors
leading to the strongest investment position are still
to be obtaines from future achievements. The Warner
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Bros. 1 Common Stock which comes under this classifi-
cation has a reasonable chance of obtaining these
factors. The prospectus issued recently by the Warner
organization stated:
"During the past five years the Corporation has
been brought forward from a position in the industry
wherein its activities were primarily devoted to
the production of silent pictures, to that of a
major corperation, producing, distributing, and
exhibiting the program of Warner Bros., First
national, and Vitaphone pictures, and control-
ling the operation of a chain of approximately
seven hundred theatres located throughout the
United States. Today Warner Eros, pictures, Inc.
ranks as one of the largest amusement companies
in the world. We have acquired the phonograph
record and radio departments of the Brunswick-
Balis: e- Coll end er Co., thus eliminating the neces-
sity of having our Vitaphone records pressed by
others. We have acquired four of the largest music
publishing companies in the country and have mat-
erially increased our strength in the patent field,
being in the position today of sharing in the
royalties paid by almost all others both at home
and abroad, prior to this season the Corporation's
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pictures were recorded only on "sound on disc."
The entire program of pictures this season will
be available on "sound on film" as well as "sound
on disc" thereby enabling The many smaller the-
atres whose mechanical facilities are limited to
"sound on film" to avail themselves for the first
time of our productions. The total film rentals
should be increased as a result of the doubling
01 the number of theatres owned by the Corporation
and by the many new exhibition conuracts already
entered into. With few exceptions we have not
yet received tne benefits of the above transactions;
the results snuulu be apparent beginning with the
first quarter of our next fiscal year."*
This statement by tne Earner organization seems to make
tne common stock an attractive buy for long time pos-
sibilities .
CAA
The ?ox Common stocks (A and B) come under this
rating. Moody's general comments on stocks in this
category are, ''subttant lal developments will have
//arner iiros. pictures, Inc. —rros pectus,
August 14, l^ou.
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to take place to put the stock on a uniformly attr
tive plane from the investment standpoint." *
Loouy's Ratings of Industrials , 1930.
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Fleischer Studios Inc.
Report
For the jferiod Ending December Sl 4 IvdQ
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February 19, 19 30
Fleischer Studios Inc.
1600 Broadway
III York, itfew York
Dear Sirs;
rursuant to our engagement, we nave made
a detailed audit oi tne records and accounts of
the Fleischer ^tuaios Inc., for the year enaing
December 31, 19 29 ana submit herewith out
cert ill cat e and the following described exhibits
anu scneuuies:
Exhibit A — Balance Sheet
Exhibit B — Summarized profit and Lots account
Schedule 1— Analysis of Royalties due
Fleischer Studios, ana unrdcouped balances due
irar amount Famous LaSKy Corp.
Schedule 2— Detailed analysis of Income and
Gostt el axi negatives produced and released in
19 29; also residual value 91 negatives.
Following are our comments on the items of
the Balance Sheet and certain general features of
the aud it
.
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Curr ent Ass ets
Cash on Hand and in Banks — #5683.21
This amount repr ©Bents cash on hand, verified
by count and cash on deposit, verified "by direct
communication with the depository.
Work in Process — $11,451.47
This amount shows the actual labor, material,
and overhead charges to negatives in production as
of December 31, 19 29. The overhead rate used
amounted to 55$ of the labor and material costs.
The following negatives and amount expended on same,
were in process of production as of December 31, 1929.
Talkatoon #4 $535.03
Job 122 50.57
121 72.26
1008 125.55
117 £49 7.74
119 1722.22
120 V28.29
1005 476.28
1004 102.79
Talkatoon 3 4^40.74
£U451.47
3 21

Finished Negatives — $53,524.99
This amount represents the residual value of
negatives produced and released by Paramount
Famous Lasky Corp. in 19 29 as per Schedule 2.
The practice of the Company has been to charge
against the cost of the negatives released, all
income received from their exploitation "by Para-
mount. This is very conservative accounting pro-
cedure, and we "believe the directors are justified
in this practice "by the fact that all sound pictures
produced by major and minor producing companies show
that 70$ of the income to be received from exploit-
ation is earned in the first four to seven months
following release. From the above practice, it is
obvious that no income is realized until the
picture has been written down to zero.
The balances in this account represent the
unamortized cost of negatives produced and not
released, and negatives produced and released, in
19 29 . Schedule 2 shows in further detail this
amount
.
Royalties Due — $2455.28
Amount due from paramount Famous Lasky Corp.,
on account of royalties earned in 1929 . We have
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confirmed this amount by' verifying payments made
by Paramount on account of same in January 1950.
Schedule 1 discloses the negatives on which the
above royalties are due.
Unrecouped Advances due Paramount — $51,458.60
Advances for synchronization, print cost, etc.
have been made by Paramount on negatives released
by them. These advances have been charged against
the Income due Fleischer Studios, and are not
strictly an actual liability. They can be re-
covered by Paramount only provided that the neg-
atives on which they were spent produce sufficient
income to cover the amount. Royalties due Fleischer
Studios on negatives recouped cannot be offset by
advances made by Paramount on negatives not re-
couped .
Fixed Assets — .§10,064.89 — jLess Depreciation $518.02)
This is the appraised value set by Board of
Directors on equipment taken over from the Fleischer
Bros, on incorporating, plus additional equipment
purchased and set up on the books at cost values.
The value of the equipment taken over has been set
at a conservative figure. Market value of same is
in excess of book value*
Depreciation on equipment has been adequately
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provided for at the rate of 10% per annum.
Patent Rights — #12,725 (Less i&haustion $1,288.70)
The patents used by the corporation in the
production of cartoons have a very high value, as
shown "by the audience appeal to released negatives
ft est imonials on file in the office of the corpo-
ration) . The value as set by the Board of
Directors was confirmed by reference to the minute
booK and articles of incorporation. Exhaustion of
patents has been provided for at the rate of 10/
per negative foot of film produced for exploitation.
Curr ent Liabilities
Accounts Payable — $5,902.13
This represents balances due creditors for
purchases of film, supplies, etc. The balances
were verified by comparison against statements
rendered by creditors, Paramount Famous Lasky
Corp. being the largest creditor ($5,250.00},
for expenses incurred in the synchronization of
the American Telephone Co. negative.
Sot as Payable — $26 , 200
This amount represents notes payable to
Max and Dave Fleischer for salary and unpaid
balance due on the patents turned over to the
corporation upon incorporation.
3-24

Advance Dep osits Against Royalties — $6,000
This represents initial advances on negatives
to be produced by the company for "Famous players"
release. These advances will be written off
against the cost of their respective negative as
they are delivered to Paramount.
Capital and Surplus — ^4,750157
This amount represents the present worth of
the corporation as of December 31, 1929:
Paid in Capital *200.uo
Surplus from Operation 453u.b7 $4730.37
Two hundred dollars paid in capital represents
the amount paid by Max and Dave Fleischer for
200 shares of stocK of no par value. Outstanding
stock was verified by reference to minute and
stock certificate books.
Gener al Comments
We have checked ana veriiiea all profit and
loss accounts, and have found them correctly re-
flecting the operations of the company. Royalties
and charge statements rendered by Paramount were
checked, and the books of the company were ad-
justed to reflect these items.
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Income is still forthcoming on negatives completely
written off. Latest advices indicate that the song
cartoons will gross $40,000 each, which is very grat-
ifying, and justifies the value of the patents as set
up on the hooks .
All adjustments made hy us which materially affect
the accounts have "been made on the books so that they
are substantially in agreement with the accompanying
stat ements
.
Cert ificat
e
We have audited the accounts of the Fleischer
Studios, Inc. for the year ending December 51, 1929.
We hereby certify that in our opinion, the ac-
companying Balance Sheet and statement of Profit and
Loss truly reflect, respectively, the financial con-
dition of the company at December 31, 1929, and the
results of its operations for the twelve months
ending that date.
Respectfully submitted,
By
Certified public Accountant

EXHIBIT A
FLEISCHER STUDIOS
BALANCE SHEET
DECEMBER 31, 1929
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Royalties due from Paramount
INVENTORIES
Work in Process
Finished Negatives
(Residual Values)
Less : Unrecouped
Advances to Famous
11 451.47
53 524.99
51 458.60 2 066.39
Investment in Inventories Released for
Exploitation and In Process
Total Current Assets
5 683.21
2 455.28
13 517.86
21 656.35
FIXED ASSETS
Equipment
Less: Reserve for Depreciation
Total Fixed Assets
10 064.89
518.02
9 546.87
INTANGIBLES
Patent Rights
Less: Res. for Exhaustion
12 725.00
1 288.70 11 436.30
PREPAID ITEMS
Insurance
Total Assets
192.98
42 832.50
LIABILITIES & CAPITAL
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable
Total Liabilities
ADVANCE DEPOSITS AGAINST FUTURE PRODUCTIONS
CAPITAL
No Par Stock - 200 Shares
Surplus
5 902.13
26 200.00
200.00
4 530.37
32 102.13
6 000.00
NET WORTH
Total Liabilities & Capital
4 730.37
42 832.50
LEONARD LEVINE & CO.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS SHEET NO.

EXHIBIT B
FLEISCHER STUDIOS
SUMMARIZED PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT
PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 51. 1929
GROSS INCOME :
Industrial Productions 21 559.14
Paramount - Domestio 204 822.71
Paramount - Foreign 21 125.00
Total Gross Income 247 506.85
Less: Paramount Share, Domestic Income 97 384.56
Gross Income to Fleischer Studios 150 122.49
Less: Proportion of Film Exhaustion
Applicable to the Period 119 645.87
Gross Profit on Released Negatives 50 476.62
Less: General Administrative Expenses :
Officers' Salary 24 525.00
Rent 700.00
Entertainment 29 .10
Advertising 51.91
Legal Expenses 250.00
Christmas Expenses 654.50
Depreciation of Furniture 46.02 26 056.55
Net Income from Operations 4 420.29
Add: Other Income :
Discount on Purchases 55.52
Interest Received 56.56
Net Profit for Period ended December 51, 1929 4 530.37
LEONARD LEVINE & CO.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS SHEET NO.

FLEISCHER STUDIOS
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF BICOME
PARAMOUNT-FAMOUS-LASKY-CORP . -DOMEST IC
SCHEDULE 1
Black Joe Old
Melodies
Daisy Bell Pin A
Rose
Chinatown Dixie Lady Love Pony Boy Smiles Beautiful
Doll
Noahs Lark After the
Ball
Gross Inoome 27 349.37 24 648.73
Distributors Share 14 816.28 13 303.05
Gross to Fleischer Studios 12 533.09 11 345.68
Less: Charges by Paramount 8 656.57 7 902.11
Due to Pleisoher Studios 3 876.52 3 443.57
25 785.29
13 776.33
12 009.96
8 548.76
3 461.20
20 856.02
10 431.66
10 424.37
8 335.11
2 089.26
19 799.95
9 472.02
10 327.93
8 775.88
17 044.82
7 673.17
9 471.65
8 716.41
—
WS7z€
14 653.17
6 138.71
8 514.46
8 237.02
277744"
10 268.17
4 107.27
6 160.90
9 086.77
12 300.00
4 920.00
7 380.00
9 665.17
8 306.75
3 322.70
4 984.05
8 911.84
10 669.75
4 267.90
6 401.85
11 941.48
5 421.75
2 168.70
3 253.05
10 101.13
Due to Paramount Unreoouped Balances on
Negatives Released in 1929 2 925.87 2 285.17 3 927.79 5 539.63 6 848.08
SUMMARY
ROYALTIES DUE FLEISCHER STUDIOS ON RECOUPED NEGATIVES
Black Joe
Old Melodies
Daisy Bell
Pin A Rose
Chinatown
Dixie
Lady Lore
Total
Less: Advances
Balanoe due Fleischer
876.52
443.57
461.20
089.26
552.05
755.24
277.44
15 455.28
13 000.00
2 455.28
UNRECOUPED BALANCE DUE FAMOUS PLAYERS FOR EXPENSES AND
OTHER CHARGES ON NEGAT IVES RELEASED- IN 1929
Pony Boy
Smiles
Beautiful Doll
Noahs Lark
After the Ball
Old Grey Bonnet
Rings on Fingers
Bidelia
Shades of Apple Tree
Marriage Vows
Total
925.87
285.17
927.79
539.63
848.08
510.89
136.23
125.56
6 629.35
2 530.03
51 458.60
LEONARD LEVINE &. CO.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS SHEET NO.
Old Grey Rings on Bedelia Shades of Marriage TOTAL
Bonnet Fingers Apple Tree Vows
1 1 OA A A oo . uu OAVI QOO *7i
1 667.80 940.40 448.18 17.20 14.00 97 384.36
2 501.70 1 410.60 672.26 25.80 21.00 107 438.35
9 012.59 8 546.83 7 797.82 6 655.15 2 551.03 143 441.67
15 455.28
6 510.89 7 136.23 7 125.56 6 629.35 2 530.03 51 458.60
LEONARD LEVINE &. CO.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

FLEISCHER STUDIOS, INC.
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF INCOME & EXPENSES OH PICTURES RELEASED BY PARAMOUNT IN 1929
SCHEDULE 2
Noahs Lark Marriage Black Jo© Dizie Old Daisy Bell Pin A Lady Lov© Chin&"bown DoaUli XI 111
Vov/s Melodies Rose Doll
Gross Inoorae - Domestic 10 669.75 35.00 27 349.37 17 044.82 24 648.73 25 785.29 20 856.02 14 653.17 19 799.95 8 306.75
Foreign Royalty 1 250.00 1 250.00 1 250.00 1 250.00 1 250.00 1 125.00 1 250.00 1 250.00 1 250.00 1 250.00
Gross to Fleischer Studios 11 919.75 1 285.00 28 599.37 18 294.82 25 898.73 26 910.29 22 106.02 15 903.17 21 049.95 9 666.75
Less: Paramount 's Share 4 267.90 14.00 14 816.28 7 573.17 13 303.05 13 775.33 10 431.65 6 138.71 9 472.02 3 322.70
Net - to Fleischer Studios 7 651.85 1 271.00 13 783.09 10 721.65 12 595.68 13 134.96 11 674.37 9 764.46 11 577.93 6 234.05
Less: Cost of Production
Prints & Synchronisation 9 441 .48 51.03 6 906.57 6 966.41 6 152.11 6 798.76 6 585.11 6 487.02 7 025.88 7 161.84
Negative Cost 6 658.07 8 757.75 913.87 1 578.24 2 094.66 1 564.77 1 325.71 1 161.31 1 337.48 2 704.33
-T.tXl CctH 16 099.55 8 808.78 7 820.44 8 544.65 8 246.77 8 363.53 7 910.82 7 648.33 8 363.36 9 866.17
Net Profit on Reoouped Negatives FW2.65 2 177.00 4 348.91 4 771.43 3 763.55 2 116.13 3 214.57
Residual Value on Unrecouped
Negatives 8 447.70 7 537.78 3 632.12
ANALYSIS OF INCOME ON INDUSTRIAL PICTURES PRODUCED IN 1929
Pioture Corp. Goldman N.A. N.B. 1001 A.T & T. 1003 1006 Y.M.C.A. Total
Income Reoeived 3 568.44 620.00 680.00 158.65 16 132.06 300.00 85.00 15.00 21 659.14
Cost to Produce 1 301.65 737.45 474.43 76.95 14 689.36 154.13 2.79 - - 17 436.76
Net Income 2 266.79 TT7755 205 , 57 81.70 1 442.69 145.87 82.21 15.00 4 122.38
SUMMARY
Profit on Paramount Releases as above 26 354.24
Profit on Industrial Negatives as above 4 122.38
Gross Profit on Production 1929 30 476.62
LEONARD LEVINE Si CO.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Smiles Pony Boy After the Gray Bonnet Rings on Afraid Go Home Bedilia Apple Tree Prisoners TOTAL
Ball Fingers in the Dark Song
12 300.00 10 268.17 5 421.75 4 169.50 2 351.00 1 120.44 43.00 204 822.71
1 250.00 1 250.00 1 260.00 1 250.00 1 250.00 1 250.00 1 250.00 - - - 21 125.00
13 550.00 11 518.17 6 671.
7
IS 5 419.50 3 601.00 2 370 44 1 293.00 225 947.71
4 920.00 4 107.27 2 168.70 1 667.30 940.40 448.13 17.20 97 384.36
8 630.00 7 410.90 4 503.05 3 751.70 2 660.60 1~9"22T2S 1 275.80 128 563.35
7 915.17 7 336.77 8 351.13 7 262.59 6 796.83 6 047.82 4 905.15 112 191.67
2 023.83 1 582.16 1 465.92 1 770.69 1 193.61 1 962.79 985.79 2 474.23 1 987.22 43 542.43
9 939 00 8 918:93 TWKOS 9 033.28 1 990.44' . 1 962.79 7 033.61 7 379.88 1 987.22 155 734.1026 354.24
1 309.00 1 508.03 5 314.00 5 281.58 5 329.84 1 962.79 5 111.36 6 103.58 1 987.22 53
S2*-99
LEONARD LEVINE &. CO.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
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